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Letter from the Editor-in-Chief
The Current Issue
My (perhaps naive) view of how we progress from the world of human understanding (involving semantics)
to the world of automatic data processing of one form or another (involving syntax) is to capture more of the
human world of semantics as syntax. This is a complex activity, and requires that people agree on a number
of important issues, such as (i) how to express the syntax, (ii) how the words (character strings) relate to one
another and to various computer operations. Historically, the database community has been a bit spoiled. The
syntax was given to us very early by Ted Codd. The ”words” were defined only locally, and were provided from
well defined business data processing that in many cases was already being done.
Now we have the world wide web to deal with. One need not buy into some grandiose vision (a point made
by Manola in this issue) to see that as we incrementally provide more ”syntax”, and fill in information, e.g. via
ontologies or via data modelling, we will provide an ever more useful ”semantic web”. The test of success, in
its most basic economic sense, will be if and when companies can make money providing web services that win
them financial success. I am convinced that this will happen. Much of the activity and research described in this
issue of the Bulletin provides strong evidence that progress is being made. A final caution- the semantic web is
a huge challenge, so be patient. Looked at another way, it is a major research opportunity!
I’d like to thank Umesh Dayal, Harumi Kuno, and Kevin Wilkinson for undertaking this very ambitious
issue on the semantic web. I think Bulletin readers will find there is much to learn from this newly emerging and
increasingly important part of the database field.
David Lomet
Microsoft Corporation

TC on Data Engineering: Election of Chair for 2004-2005
TC on Data Engineering: Election of Chair for 2004-2005
The Chair of the IEEE Computer Society Technical Committee on Data Engineering (TCDE) is elected for a
two-year period. The mandate of the current Chair, Erich Neuhold, terminates at the end of 2003. Hence is time
to elect a Chair for the period January 2004 to December 2005. Please vote before January 25, 2004 using the
ballot on the next page.
The Nominating Committee, consisting of Masaru Kitsuregawa, Paul Larson, and Betty Salzberg, is nominating Erich Neuhold for a second term as Chair of TCDE. Erich’s position statement and a short biography
are included below. The Committee invited nominations from members of the TCDE but received no other
nominations.
Paul Larson
Nominating Committee Chair
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Position Statement and Biography
ERICH NEUHOLD
Professor, Department of Computer Science
Darmstadt University of Technology
Wilhelminenstrasse 7
D-64283 Darmstadt, Germany
neuhold@ipsi.fhg.de

Biography
Erich Neuhold is Professor of Computer Science at Darmstadt University of Technology and Director of the
Fraunhofer Institute for Integrated Publication and Information Systems (IPSI) also in Darmstadt, Germany. He
has been Professor at the University of Stuttgart and the Technical University of Vienna and he has also worked
in research and management positions for IBM and Hewlett Packard both in Europe and the USA. His areas of
expertise in databases include distributed databases, object-oriented databases, databases for the Internet (e.g.
semi-structured data and XML), information retrieval, information visualization and their applications in digital
libraries, cultural heritage and e-commerce.
He has published four books and about 190 papers. His work has appeared, among others, in the VLDB Journal, Information Systems, Acta Informatica and in many conferences as, for example, VLDB, ICDE, MMDB,
ADL and DL. He has served in all capacities on many conference committees and was PC Chair and General
Chair of ICDE. He currently holds the chairs of the IEEE-CS Technical Committee on Data Engineering and
the Technical Committee on Digital Libraries. He is also the Chair of the ICDE Steering Committee and also
member of the JCDL at ECDL Steering Committees. He is a Senior Member of IEEE.

Position Statement
If reelected I will continue my work to increase the visibility and attractiveness of the TCDE and ICDE for
researchers and, most important, for industry members. Database research had a tremendous influence on
DB technology and has gained continuously by feedback from the practitioners. Such cooperation has to be
strengthened wherever possible. One of the possibilities here is to explore ways to broaden ICDE (International
Conference on Data Engineering) by either industry oriented tracks or associated workshops that gear to the
practitioners and users and feed back their problems and experiences to the research community. I will continue
to achieve this goal by working closely together with the I CDE Steering Committee. Another goal of my chairmanship is to establish more joint events with data base societies and action groups in other countries. Beside
this the Technical Committee on Data Engineering continue to regularly publish its newsletter, the Data Engineering Bulletin, and to sponsor the ICDE (International Conference on Data Engineering) and the associated
workshop RIDE (Research Issues in Databases). In this context I will also continue to work with SIGMOD to
make the ICDE proceedings and other relevant publications available on CD-ROM and the SIGMOD archive.
Erich Neuhold
Darmstadt University of Technology
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ELECTION BALLOT

ELECTION BALLOT

TECHNICAL COMMITTEE ON
DATA ENGINEERING
The Technical Committee on Data Engineering (TCDE) is holding an election for Chair. The
term of the current chair, Erich Neuhold, expires at the end of 2003. Please email, mail or fax in
your vote.
BALLOT FOR ELECTION OF CHAIR
Term: (January, 2004 - December, 2005)
Please vote for one candidate.




Erich Neuhold
____________
(write in)

Your Signature:________________________________________
Your Name:___________________________________________
IEEE CS Membership No.:_______________________________
(Note: You must provide your member number. Only TCDE members who are Computer Society
members are eligible to vote.)
Please email, mail or fax the ballot to arrive by January 25, 2004 to:

s.wagner@computer.org
Fax: +1-202-728-0884
IEEE Computer Society
Attn: Stacy Wagner
1730 Massachusetts Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20036-1992

RETURN BY January 25, 2004
TC ON DATA ENGINEERING
IEEE Computer Society
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Letter from the Special Issue Editor
The Semantic Web is a collaborative effort by the W3C to standardize the representation of Web content and to
enable its automated processing. After years of research and standards activity, there is growing interest in finding real-world applications for Semantic Web technologies, e.g., RDF, RDF Schema, OWL. Tim-Berners Lee
emphasized this in his keynote address at the 2003 WWW conference. Products involving Semantic Web technologies are emerging from start-ups such as Semagix and Network Inference. But Semantic Web applications
have not yet made a large impact on the mainstream.
Real-world applications are subject to real-world requirements. The opportunity is at hand for the database
community to address challenges faced by Semantic Web applications. Indeed, the database community is
becoming more visible in the Semantic Web world. The 2002 Amicalola Report invited senior researchers from
within and outside of database and information systems community to discuss DB-IS Research for Semantic Web
and Enterprises. VLDB 2003 saw the first workshop on the Semantic Web and Databases and the International
Semantic Web Conference had the first workshop on Practical and Scalable Semantic Systems.
The theme of the March 2002 Data Engineering Bulletin was “Organizing and Discovering the Semantic
Web.” It focused primarily on search technologies, e.g., computing Web page importance, classification, etc.
This issue has a follow-up theme – “Making the Semantic Web Real.” We begin with a commentary by Frank
Manola who provides his perspective on the Semantic Web, comparing it to a heterogeneous distributed database
system. He then makes some acute observations about the practical viability of the Semantic Web and discusses
relevant database research challenges.
The remaining articles are organized into two sections, the first addressing core technology challenges in
realizing the Semantic Web and the second describing Semantic Web applications and application frameworks.
The article by Vassilis Christophides et al. presents their Semantic Web data integration middleware that uses
Datalog-like rules to map XML and relational data to RDF where it can then be processed with Semantic Web
tools and query languages. The article by Laks Lakshmanan and Fereidoon Sadri also proposes mapping data
sources to a semantic model. They describe query processing and optimization techniques that use semantics of
the data sources such as foreign keys and functional dependencies.
The article by Paulo Pinheiro da Silva et al. addresses information provenance and presents an infrastructure
for managing provenance at varying levels of detail. Provenance, and the related notion of context, is an important issue for the Semantic Web where information is retrieved and derived from multiple sources. The article
by Wilkinson et al. discusses challenges in storing and retrieving large RDF data sets and the implementation of
RDF persistence in Jena, a Semantic Web developers’ toolkit.
The first application article is by Amit Sheth and Cartic Ramakrishnan. It argues that “a little bit of semantics” can significantly improve applications, that complex reasoning is not always required. It then presents the
Semagix Freedom architecture, an application framework that embodies this notion. The article by Nathalie
Morena et al. presents another application framework. It has tools for developing storage schema, querying and
annotating content, including the ability to annotate content from the Deep Web, i.e. generated content.
The article by Joseph Kopena and William Regli describes the use of Semantic Web technologies for complex design repositories. This enables components to be described and reused based on functional characteristics
rather than just the physical characteristics captured by current design repositories. The issue concludes with
Christoph Bussler’s article on the relevance of Semantic Web technology to Enterprise Application Integration
and the extension to semantic web services.
We hope you find these articles interesting and that they suggest ideas for future research. And, we want to
thank the authors for their excellent contributions.
Umeshwar Dayal, Harumi Kuno, Kevin Wilkinson
Hewlett-Packard Laboratories
Palo Alto, California, USA
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A Database Perspective on the Semantic Web: A Brief
Commentary
Frank Manola
fmanola@acm.org

1 The Semantic Web as a Database
The Semantic Web [15] is an exciting evolution of the current World Wide Web, and there is much activity
surrounding it. Much of what has been published about it has emphasized the potential of what might be
accomplished using improved semantic descriptions of Web resources, based on ontologies and logic-based
processing. However, the emphasis on logic, agent-based processing, and so on may obscure for the database
community the fact that much of the essence of the Semantic Web comes from its similarity to a database. To
back this up, consider the following statements by Tim Berners-Lee, the “inventor” of the World Wide Web,
about his vision of the Semantic Web:
“The Semantic Web is a vision: the idea of having data on the web defined and linked in a way
that it can be used by machines not just for display purposes, but for automation, integration and
reuse of data across various applications.” [15]
“The Semantic Web is a web of data, in some ways like a global database.” and “Leaving aside
the artificial intelligence problem of training machines to behave like people, the Semantic Web
approach instead develops languages for expressing information in a machine processable form.” [3]
“The semantic web data model is very directly connected with the model of relational databases
... Indeed, one of the main driving forces for the Semantic web has always been the expression, on
the Web, of the vast amount of relational database information in a way that can be processed by
machines.” [4]
These statements indicate that a significant focus of the Semantic Web involves simply making Web data
more machine-processable, and more like a database. Of course, if programs are to process this data correctly,
they must process it in a manner consistent with its semantics. However, the Semantic Web vision doesn’t really
care how the programs acquire this capability. For example, this capability may exist because the data uses a
vocabulary (and associated semantics) that has been agreed on within a user community, and the programs are
written to use that vocabulary, just as with most databases now.
This isn’t to say that having more semantics explicitly described in metadata (such as ontologies), using
richer languages capable of associating more “meaning” with the data, won’t be of tremendous importance.
Obviously such explicitly-specified semantic information will be increasingly important in the Web environment,
Copyright 2003 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for
advertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or to reuse any
copyrighted component of this work in other works must be obtained from the IEEE.
Bulletin of the IEEE Computer Society Technical Committee on Data Engineering
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given its scale, number of data sources, and the autonomy and heterogeneity of these sources. For example, such
information will be crucial in such areas as integrating and making sense of information from heterogeneous
sources, optimizations of various kinds, advanced types of concurrency control, and so on. However, lots of
very effective Semantic Web applications (and certainly lots of near-term ones) will not necessarily involve
extensive use of machine-processable semantic information (and only a relatively small amount of the semantics
of terms can actually be captured in a formal ontology [10], although even a small amount can be extremely
useful in practice). As someone said on the xml-dev email group, “Semantic Web my behind! I just want to
order a pizza, not have mozzarella explained to me!” It will be a tremendous job to migrate the current Web to
the point where all of the data is machine-processable, and where all of the current tools we have available in
database systems are available, even without machine-processable semantics. Hence, it will be important not to
neglect technologies in areas other than those directly involving machine-processable semantic information, and
to integrate those technologies more thoroughly into the Web environment.
So, at its core, the Semantic Web is about making the Web more like a distributed database system, making
it more like a heterogeneous distributed database system, giving it a richer conceptual model to better describe
that data, and adding additional deductive capabilities on top to make better use of all that data. These are all
lines of development that have been, and still are, currently active in the database community.
Of course, moving structured database concepts into the Web environment involves some differences as well
as similarities. For example, like the current Web, all Semantic Web data would be considered as part of one big
database, unlike current database systems, in which related data is created as physically (and logically) separate
“databases.”
Because all this development happens in one big database (the Web), rather than in lots of separate ones,
different individuals and user communities will use parts of this big database for different purposes, and hence
different parts of this big database will use different (or overlapping terms), and will often contain inconsistent
(and sometimes untrustworthy) data (just the way the Web does now, using less-structured data). Of course, the
hope is that gradually the Semantic Web will migrate toward increasingly-large portions of that Web database
using more consistent vocabularies and data. And technologies pioneered in work on heterogeneous database
integration will be used to enable further data integration. But even without that, the Semantic Web is still a
database, and people can do useful things with such data, in many cases by applying database-like operations to
large collections of it, including data from different sources (and this without a single global ontology, as some
commentators claim is necessary.)
In fact, people and organizations are getting real use out of some of the Semantic Web technologies now, as
illustrated by some of the applications described in the RDF Primer [9].
Moreover, the structured data making up the Semantic Web will be added to the existing Web, not placed
in an entirely separate space. This creates all kinds of possibilities for making use of both the easily-humaninterpretable data on the current Web, and the easily-machine-processable data added to it on the Semantic Web,
in novel combinations. This together with the fact that, since this big database is the Web, it can (security and
privacy concerns permitting) be both accessed by and added to by anyone.
To deal with some of the differences involved in using database ideas in the Web environment, and in mixing
database-like data with the current Web, the Semantic Web employs variants on certain database ideas. For
example, from a data modeling perspective, the Semantic Web is based on the Resource Description Framework
(RDF) [14], which is effectively a form of highly-normalized relational model. In this model, URIs (Uniform
Resource Identifiers [2]) identify the things people want to talk about (termed “resources”). URIs can be thought
of as a superset of the URLs (Uniform Resource Locators) used in web browsers. As with URLs, different
persons or organizations can independently create URIs, and use them to identify things. However, unlike
URLs, URIs are not limited to identifying things that have network locations, or use other computer access
mechanisms. In fact, a URI can be created to refer to anything anyone wants to talk about, including
• network-accessible things, such as an electronic document, an image, a service (e.g., “today’s weather
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report for Los Angeles”), or a collection of other resources.
• things that are not network-accessible, such as human beings, corporations, and bound books in a library.
• abstract concepts that don’t physically exist, like the concept of a “creator” property.
Given URIs to identify resources, people can then write property/value pairs describing those resources in
the form of triples of subject (resource), property, and object (resource or literal value). This is the basic idea
behind not only RDF, but also languages layered on it such as the ontology languages DAML+OIL [7] and
OWL [12].
Because URIs are unique throughout the Web, one person’s use of a term can be distinguished from another
person’s use of the same term, through the use of distinct URIs e.g.,
• http://mysite.example.com/vocabulary/creator vs http://yoursite.example.com/vocabulary/creator.
In addition, one person can add additional descriptive information about a resource described by another person,
by using the appropriate URI as its key, and (effectively) joins can be used to aggregate this information.
The basics of this type of model have had a long history in the database community, in the form of binary
relations with surrogates (the URIs) as keys, since RDF triples can also be thought of as rows in binary relations
having the form property (subject, object). The pros and cons of this type of model have been long-debated
in the database community, although not in the Web context (see, e.g., some of the comments on “semantic”
models in textbooks such as [8], and the associated references). In particular, RDF resembles Codd’s RM/T
model [6] in some respects, particularly since in RDF, schema/ontology information is represented in the same
way as instance data, and hence mixed data and metadata queries are easily possible. RDF is also very much
like the graph models used in recent work on “model management”. However, the RDF / Semantic Web variant
involves an important extension, in that it is grounded in the Web: the subjects, objects, and properties in RDF
statements (in effect, the table and column names, as well as key values) are URIs, and hence have global identity.
Moreover, in many designs these URIs can be dereferenced (you can use them as URLs and point a browser at
them) to retrieve Web data that describes the resources. The result is an interesting mixture of relational and
object-oriented ideas (since the URIs are also a form of object identifier), and of data and metadata. Moreover,
compared with XML, RDF really does play the role of the “relational model of the Web”, since, for example,
it requires that relationships not be recorded implicitly in data structures (such as XML nested elements), but
instead must be made explicit.
The variations on relational themes represented by RDF help deal with a number of differences between the
Web environment and a typical database environment. For example, in RDF each triple (row in a binary table)
represents a single fact, unlike a conventional relational table, in which each row represents a set of facts. In a
conventional database (and in certain Web applications too), it is expected that a relatively small, fixed set of
attributes will be used in describing a particular entity. However, on the Web, even though a particular schema
might intend to constrain the properties that apply to a particular resource, any number of properties, from
multiple sources, might be unpredictably applied to describe a particular resource (often by different people or
organizations), and the set of properties might be extended at any time.
Moreover, RDF schemas are descriptive, not prescriptive. An application may choose to validate instance
data against a schema, but this is not mandatory. For example, instance data may be perfectly valid either without
some schema-defined properties, or with additional properties not defined in a given schema [9].
Hence, one of the things RDF caters to is the potential for highly irregular or unpredictable amounts of data
about a given resource. Where structural regularity is possible (and this is likely in many applications), the
RDF from a given source could be stored in a relational (or XML) database (and relational data can easily be
interpreted as RDF).
And, of course, the use of URIs as names enables RDF to deal with the problem of distinguishing terms and
other resources that might be referred to by many people and organizations in a single, large database.
7

2 Research Themes
Given the above description of the Semantic Web as a database, it should be clear that there is considerable room
for applying numerous database research themes in this new context.
The papers in this issue illustrate a number of these themes, themes that are also illustrated in numerous
other papers on the Semantic Web. These include both the application of Semantic Web languages to classic
database research areas such as heterogeneous data integration, consideration of relatively new issues that the
Semantic Web context makes particularly important, such as that of data provenance, and the use of variations
on “semantic” technology in general.
In fact, considering the Semantic Web as a giant database illustrates that the whole range of database research
themes, suitably adapted to the Semantic Web differences, can be usefully explored in this new context. This
includes such issues as:
• From a data model perspective, to what extent does the Semantic Web truly justify a new data model (this
echoes a corresponding concern within the logic/knowledge representation community at being restricted
to RDF’s binary relations)? Do earlier arguments about RDF-like data models still apply, and with what
force? Are there alternatives to handling global naming and its ramifications, and the need to be able to
mix and match terms from multiple vocabularies?
• What is the best way to integrate RDF and relational-style processing with XML? RDF has an XML
syntax, but this syntax has received numerous bad reviews. Is there a better syntactic approach?
• The current Web is asymmetric with respect to reading and writing (creating and modifying Web data
generally involves different tools than accessing it). What is the best way of reducing this asymmetry?
In particular, although some updating protocols exist (like WebDAV), how can we get better transactional
behavior for Web data, and what forms of transactions are most suitable?
• Databases have historically emphasized a distinction between logical and physical data structures. In
contrast, in the Semantic Web this distinction is currently not as well developed. RDF is typically stored
as a graph, rather than using more efficient representations. Can we develop more efficient processing for
RDF, and still retain its ability to deal with irregular and varying data structures?
Regarding capturing “semantics” (or conceptual design), people typically have “ontologies” in mind when
they design databases. We’ve been training them to think like this for years in studying database design. However, we haven’t had a clean way (or much reason) to capture all that information in the richer models that knowledge representations provide (without using a separate tool often not linked to the database). Now we have better
reasons to push this harder. The information systems community needs to adopt ontologies, make them a more
explicit part of their data management strategies, and then investigate how to use them in database processing.
All the prior work by the database community in richer conceptual languages and deductive databases is relevant
here. At the same time, we need to make sure to point to the need to support “industrial scale” management of
large amounts of definitions and content that continually change (leveraging, e.g., prior work on versioning and
schema modification), and the whole design and implementation process.
Prior work by the database community on integration of heterogeneous data is clearly relevant, and needs to
be pushed and extended. A major effort is required to make the process of doing this integration easier. It can’t
all be automated (e.g., writing “articulation axioms”), or the requirements known ahead of time, so we need to
investigate how to make it easier for people to help, both at design time (as before) and at run time (we’ve got
instant messaging between people; how about between an agent or query engine and a person, along the lines
of “I don’t understand exactly what ‘sale price’ consists of; can you clarify?”). Such an intervention might be
quite reasonable in the context of some types of Web applications.
Work on integration also needs to consider how to use the Web (and its technologies) as a potential organizing
basis and environment or infrastructure for information sharing (i.e., use of the Web as a tool for solving data
8

management problems, not just as the object of data management technologies). A key observation here seems
to me that part of solving the data integration problem is providing a data integration environment that enables all
the pieces to be put together (and, for example, enables people to have access to and potentially reuse metadata
and schema designs). The Web is a widely-available shared environment which can make this happen (the
development of shared repositories for XML DTDs and schemas is an example of this idea in action).
Finally, a lot more work needs to be done on the various notions of “contexts” [11, 13, 1]. This involves
more than just recording and using (e.g., for mediation) metadata about the definitions and assumptions used
by different data collections. It also involves being able to integrate information described using languages of
different descriptive capabilities, as well as being able to integrate different “reasoning engines” that operate on
that information, on the same Web, and have them interoperate. The Web allows people with different reasoning
capabilities to interoperate (up to a point!), and this needs to be a goal for our systems as well. The “tradeoff
between expressiveness and computability” is frequently cited in discussing the use of deductive machinery in
the Semantic Web. We need to be prepared for the fact that people will make different decisions about this
tradeoff (e.g., making use of more powerful deductive machinery on relatively limited subsets of the Semantic
Web, and making use of more efficient machinery on problems of larger scope), and try to cope with all of them.

3 Some Observations
While there is an awful lot of “hype” about the Semantic Web, there is also an awful lot of what might be
termed “negative hype” as well; that is, discussion that is equally “hypish”, but negative. This is based largely
on the use of the word “semantic” in Semantic Web, and the negative visions people sometimes associate with
it. (See, e.g., [5] for additional discussion on this subject.) I personally think the Semantic Web has lots of
promise (I’ve been involved with the W3C Semantic Web Activity for the past 3 years, and I don’t feel like a
stoker on the Titanic!). Of course, I’m less hopeful for some of the more grandiose visions that “Semantic Web”
sometimes calls to mind, but we have to wait and see. Part of the problem is people who seem to make the
unstated assumption that we have to reason the following way:
1. For the Semantic Web to be really useful and successful, it has to achieve all the grandiose visions anyone
has ever included in a “futures” paper about it.
2. The Semantic Web will never achieve those grandiose visions.
3. Therefore the Semantic Web will never be really useful or successful.
This strikes me as being a dubious argument, precisely because, whether or not #2 is true, #1 isn’t. But some
people seem to want to avoid thinking about what a “success criterion” would be for the Semantic Web (or how
they would know a Semantic Web if they saw one, for that matter).
Just because someone can’t do impossible thing X with all this data doesn’t mean someone else can’t do
useful thing Y with it. And perhaps X isn’t impossible after all. Or, if it’s impossible on the Web as a whole, it
isn’t impossible (and is even useful) on some subset of the Web. Most people, after all, aren’t interested in the
entire Web. They’re interested in some particular part of it, containing the data that’s important to them. If they
can work out how to structure it, and develop a common vocabulary (or even an ontology), that’s terrific, and we
should be encouraging them. And they’ll be mainly using techniques explored first in the database community.
If the Web simply managed to provide an environment in which people could hook up existing databases,
work out agreements on the terms, and define (say) synonym relationships between some of the attributes, and
this became the basis of lots of useful data interchange, would that be “unsuccessful” because it only involved,
say 10% of the data on the Web (what percentage of the world’s data is in databases of any kind at the moment,
he asked rhetorically)? 10% (or even some lesser number) sure sounds like a success to me!
Finally, I think it’s important to emphasize that this is the Web we’re talking about: the largest distributed
system in existence, and the largest distributed database in existence. It’s accessed, and contributed to, by
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thousands and thousands of individuals and companies, and it implicitly contains all database data (as well as
all the services) that can be accessed through it. This represents a grand challenge for information systems
technology if I ever saw one! Even without advanced semantics processing, the Semantic Web is an evolution
of this existing Web that will provide a database in which programs can do useful things whose scope is hard to
imagine. Even though this evolution will happen to different extents, at different rates, in different parts of the
Web, over time, it not only will happen, it is happening right now. So, in my view, when people sometimes refer
to the Semantic Web as “a vision”, they seriously understate the case: “an emerging reality” would be more
accurate.
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1 Introduction
A cornerstone issue in the realization of the Semantic Web (SW) vision is the achievement of semantic interoperability among legacy data sources spread worldwide. In order to capture information semantics in a
machine processable way, various ontology-based formalisms have been recently proposed (e.g., RDF/S [20, 5],
DAML+OIL [27], OWL [10]). However, the vast majority of existing legacy data is not yet in RDF/S or any
other SW language [23, 25]. As a matter of fact, most of the data is physically stored in relational database
(RDB) systems and actually published on the Web or corporate intranets as virtual XML.
SW applications, however, require to view data as virtual RDF, valid instance of a domain or application
specific RDF/S schema, and to be able to manipulate them with high-level query languages, such as RQL [18] or
RVL [24]. Therefore, we need middleware systems that can either republish XML as RDF, or publish RDB data
directly as RDF, or - even better - be capable of doing both. Sometimes the practical solution will be to rely just
on the virtual XML schema and XML query interface of an existing XML publishing system. At other times,
the SW publishing middleware will be built as an alternative to the XML publishing system, taking advantage of
direct access to the underlying RDB management system (RDBMS). It is also possible that the SW middleware
will have to integrate data in some RDBMS with data in native XML storage.
We need to deal flexibly with all these situations in a uniform framework. A decade of experience with
information integration architectures based on mediators [8, 29, 26, 21] suggests that it is highly beneficial to
(semi)automatically generate such systems from succinct formal specifications, rather than programming their
semantics into low-level code. This greatly enhances the maintainability and reliability of the systems in an
environment of often revised and shifting requirements. This paper presents the fundamental ideas for devising
a comprehensive framework that allows user communities to
1. specify XML → RDF and RDB → RDF mappings;
2. verify that these mappings conform to the semantics of the employed SW ontologies;
3. compose RQL queries with these mappings and produce XML or RDB queries;
4. specify further levels of abstraction as RDF → RDF views;
5. compose RQL queries with such views;
6. perform query optimizations.
Copyright 2003 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for
advertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or to reuse any
copyrighted component of this work in other works must be obtained from the IEEE.
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Figure 1: SWIM Architecture
The last requirement is extremely important in such systems. Queries written by humans will rarely have
blatant redundancies but queries resulting from automated manipulation/generation are often very ”dumb”. Minimization techniques, sometimes taking advantage of data semantics provided by ontologies expressed in a SW
language, can transform such queries into more efficient ones.
Figure 1 sketches the architecture of a SW integration middleware system that we are building, called SWIM.
The lower part of the figure depicts data sources, that could be XML repositories or RDBMS. On top of these
sources, we have a domain or application ontology for a particular community, expressed, for instance, in RDF/S.
Mapping rules can then be used for the integration, i.e., to translate back and forth from RDF/S to the source
data models. As a result, through a SWIM server we can view the underlying sources as virtual RDF repositories
and use RQL to query these sources as RDF data or even define personalized views on top using RVL. In this
context, the main challenge is to choose an expressive, but still tractable logical framework in which the above
functionality (1-6) can be effectively supported by appropriate SW (reasoning) services.
This paper only presents our preliminary design for the SWIM framework. We expect to report on many
of the technical challenges and engineering decisions in future publications. The remainder of the paper is
organized as follows. Section 2 presents a motivating example for cultural data available in RDB or XML
sources which can be integrated through an appropriate RDF/S schema. Section 3 presents the internal logical
framework of SWIM and its use in the translation and composition of RQL queries. Section 4 touches upon the
issue of query optimization by minimization using dependencies while Section 5 presents our conclusions and
an outlook for further research.

2 Motivating Example and SWIM Mapping Rules
Let us assume an XML repository with cultural data, a sample of which appears in the left part of Figure 2. This
data could be queried using an XML query language, such as XQuery [7]. But now, suppose we add a SWIM
server on top of this XML data. For this purpose we design - or import from some community standardization
body - an RDF/S cultural schema, as the one depicted in the top part of Figure 2. Now we can formulate queries
using an RDF query language by employing only few abstract classes and properties from our mediation RDF/S
schema. For example, the following RQL query returns the names of the artists (sculptors or painters) whose
work is exhibited in the “Reina Sofia” museum:
SELECT Z
FROM
{X}creates.exhibited.denom{Y}, {X}name{Z}
WHERE Y = "Reina Sofia"
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Figure 2: Example of XML/RDF sources and Mediation RDF/S schema
We can observe that the RDF/S layer is completely virtual. The actual data can only be queried using an
XML language. Hence, the RQL query we saw needs to be reformulated by the middleware into an XML
query. This reformulation should be guided by a formal description of the relationship between the XML and
the RDF data, for example a mapping from XML to RDF. The question that normally arises is: how do we
express formally such mappings?
The rich theory developed in the relational case has identified classes of queries and mappings (views) that
can be manipulated formally such that various problems like query containment, composing queries with views
and rewriting queries with views are algorithmically solvable [1, 15]. These problems can also be solved in
the presence of certain classes of relational constraints [1, 11, 14]. We shall try to rely as much as possible
on a well-known and robust formalism: conjunctive queries and views, and embedded implicational dependencies [1]. The results about queries and views are easily extended with union, therefore dealing with the positive
existential first-order queries also known as non-recursive Datalog. The dependencies can easily be extended
with disjunction [12].
To define XML→RDF mappings we will use an analog to the relational queries just mentioned. We use the
same logical shape as that of Datalog rules, but instead of relational atoms, we use XPath atoms in the bodies
(this is similar to the XBind queries of [14]). For example, the XPath atom .//Painting (X,Y) is satisfied
by any valuation that maps X and Y to element nodes in the XML document, such that Y has tag Painting
and is a descendant of X. The heads of the rules define RDF instances in the style of the VIEW clause employed
by the RDF/S view definition language RVL [24]. So, as part of the mapping we can use rules, such as:
Painter(X) :- (//Painter) (X)
Sculptor(X) :- (//Sculptor) (X)
to define the (direct) extent (i.e., the set of direct instances) of the classes Painter and Sculptor in the
virtual RDF layer. Property extents can be also defined in the same style:
paints(X,Y) :- (//Painter) (X), (.//Painting) (X,Y)
Note that this mapping is not always straightforward, since there usually exist schematic and semantic discrepancies between the source and the middleware schema. For example, class inheritance is not expressed in
the XML document. Moreover, properties (let alone property inheritance) creates, paints and sculpts
are not used explicitly in the XML document. We expect SWIM to be able to take the RQL query and the
XML→RDF mapping given above and produce an XML query (e.g., an XQuery). We will discuss in Section 3
how this reformulation can be done.
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In addition of being available in XML, the cultural data may be available through an RDBMS, for instance
in a table as illustrated in the right part of Figure 2. As for XML, there is an RDB→RDF mapping which is also
expressed in a mixed language, where instead of XPath atoms we can use standard Datalog atoms:
Painter(X) :- Artifacts(_, X, _, "Painting")
paints(X,Y):- Artifacts(Y, X, _, "Painting")
name(X,Y) :- Artifact(_, X, _, "Painting"), Y=X
name(X,Y) :- Artifact(_, X, _, "Sculpture"), Y=X
As in the case of XML, there may also be discrepancies in the RDB→RDF mapping. For instance, in our
example, the classification of an Artist to Painter or Sculptor is determined by the value of the attribute
kind, i.e., schema information is “encoded” inside data values. Again, the SW middleware should be able to
automatically reformulate the RQL query, using this mapping, into a relational query, presumably SQL [17].

3 Query Mediation in SWIM
We need an internal logical framework that captures RDF/S semantics, as well as queries, so that we can “virtually populate” given RDF/S schemas. It should also capture - to any needed extent - the XML and RDB semantics. As we showed in the previous section, Datalog-like rules are very convenient for expressing mappings,
even across data models, such as XML→ RDF. Based on the experience of [13, 11] of performing XML query
reformulation via translation in a first-order, relational framework, we propose to follow the same approach for
RDF, in order to translate both queries and mappings into this framework.

3.1 SWIM Internal Logical Framework
The SWIM internal logic framework employs first-order relations together with some first-order constraints to
model RDF/S. It is convenient to use a signature with three sorts: Resource, Property, Class1 . The relations
used have the following meaning:
• C EXT(c, x) iff the resource x is in the proper extent (i.e., it is a direct instance) of class c. In RDF, class
extents can overlap, due to multiple classification of resources.
• C SUB(c, d) iff c is a (not necessarily direct) subclass of d.
• PROP(c, p, d) iff class c is the domain and class d is the range of property p.
• P EXT(x, p, y) iff (x, y) is in the proper extent (i.e., it is a direct instance) of property p. In our model
instances of properties are represented as ordered pairs of the resources they connect.
• P SUB(p, q) iff p is a (not necessarily direct) subproperty of q.
The relations must satisfy some built-in RDF/S constraints which are considered by RQL. In particular, the
domain and range of a property must be unique, while the subclass and subproperty relations must be reflexive,
transitive and satisfy the following subproperty/subclass compatibility constraint:
∀ a, p, b, c, q, d P SUB(q, p) ∧ PROP(a, p, b) ∧ PROP(c, q, d)
−→ C SUB(c, a) ∧ C SUB(d, b)
This means that if q is a subproperty of p, the domain and range of q are subclasses of the domain and range
of p, respectively. Finally, we have the property-class extent compatibility constraint, i.e., any instance of a
property p connects a pair of instances of some subclasses of the domain and range of p, respectively:
∀ a, p, b, x, y PROP(a, p, b) ∧ P EXT(x, p, y)
−→ ∃ c, d C SUB(c, a) ∧ C SUB(d, b) ∧ C EXT(c, x) ∧ C EXT(d, y)
Let ∆RDF be the set of dependencies (constraints) used to axiomatize the internal RDF/S model.
1

For simplicity reasons, we ignore metaclasses and metaproperties in this discussion but they can be handled easily in the same way.
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Theorem 1: It is decidable whether ∆RDF |= d and whether ∆RDF |= Q1  Q2 , where d is an embedded
implicational dependency, Q1 , Q2 are conjunctive queries and  is query containment.
It is straightforward to translate the information of an RDF/S schema to the SWIM internal framework as a
set of relational facts (in Datalog parlance—an extensional database), involving the relations C SUB, PROP, P SUB
as well as the names of classes and properties in the schema as constants. Some of the facts obtained from the
schema in Figure 2:
C SUB(Painting, Artifact) PROP(Artist, name, String) P SUB(sculpts, creates)
Note that this set of facts will include all C SUB and P SUB reflexivity instances and will be “closed”
under transitivity and under subproperty/subclass compatibility.

3.2 Translation of RQL Queries
RQL is a powerful language for querying smoothly both RDF/S schemas and their instances. An RQL conjunctive query has the form ans(X̄) : − C1 , . . . , Cn where Ci ’s are either RQL class or property patterns (as they
appear in the RQL FROM clause) or equalities involving variables and/or constants andX̄ is a tuple of variables
or constants (range restrictions [1] are also required). Many RQL queries are in fact conjunctive queries, e.g.,
the query given in Section 2 can be written:
ans(Z):- {X}creates{V}, {V}exhibited{W}, {W}denom{Y},
{X}name{Z}, Y="Reina Sofia"
Conjunctive RQL queries can then be translated into relational conjunctive queries in the SWIM internal logical
framework. Indeed, according to the declarative semantics in [18], RQL patterns have the same meaning as
conjunctions of relational atoms. For example:
RQL Pattern
Internal SWIM Translation
{X; $C}@P {Y ; $D}
{X}@P {Y }

PROP(a, p, b), P SUB(q, p), P EXT(x, q, y),
C SUB(c, a), C SUB(d, b), C EXT(c, x), C EXT(d, y)
P SUB(q, p), P EXT(x, q, y)

In the above RQL patterns, X, Y are resource variables, $C, $D are class variables (and can be replaced with
constant class names), and @P is a property variable (that also can be replaced by a constant property name).
Using these patterns, the RQL conjunctive query above translates internally to the following Datalog rule:
ans(z) : − P SUB(q1 , creates), P EXT(x, q1 , v),
P SUB(q2 , exhibited), P EXT(v, q2 , w),
P SUB(q3 , denom), P EXT(w, q3 , ”Reina Sofia”),
P SUB(q4 , name), P EXT(x, q4 , z)

3.3 Composing Queries with Mappings
Starting with the internal translation of the query, we perform an interesting partial evaluation using the RDF
schema information, i.e., we evaluate first the schema-part of the query, namely the P SUB expressions. This is
related to partial evaluation of Datalog programs [4]. Because some atoms (e.g., P SUB(q1 , creates)) match
more than one fact in the schema, what was a single conjunctive query now becomes a (non-recursive) Datalog
program. Here is one of the rules in our example (the other two feature sculpts and creates):
ans(z) : − P EXT(x, paints, v), P EXT(v, exhibited, w),
P EXT(w, denom, ”Reina Sofia”), P EXT(x, name, z)
The next step is to translate into the SWIM internal framework the heads of the rules that define the mappings. For example, a rule (expressed in RVL syntax) defining the extent of the class Painter has the head
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Painter(X). We translate this into C EXT(Painter, x). In the same style we can translate the rule defining
the extent of the property paints(X,Y) into P EXT(x, paints, y). Thus, the mapping becomes a (nonrecursive) Datalog-like program with XPath atoms for the XML→RDF case and a plain non-recursive Datalog
program for the RDB→RDF case. The composition of the query and the mapping is now simply the composition
of two Datalog programs.
To finish the reformulation, we must still eliminate the intermediate predicates C EXT, P EXT because they
are not part of the data sources. This is done with standard matching/substitution but it may increase (square, in
fact) the number of rules. In the examples we have looked at so far, however, the resulting union of conjunctive
queries can be minimized significantly because many of the rules are unsatisfiable and hence can be discarded.

4 RQL Query Reformulation and Optimization
Continuing the example from Section 3.3, we compose the query with the mapping for the RDB→RDF case.
After eliminating the intermediate predicates C EXT and P EXT we obtain a Datalog program with eight rules.
Six of these rules, however, are unsatisfiable because their bodies equate distinct constants. Moreover, standard
conjunctive query minimization [1] applies to the remaining two rules. The final reformulated query, after
optimizations, for the RDB→RDF case is the following union of conjunctive query (a non-recursive Datalog
program with two rules):
ans(z) :- Artifacts(x, z, "Reina Sofia", "Painting")
ans(z) :- Artifacts(x, z, "Reina Sofia", "Sculpture")
Similar transformations are performed in the case of the XML→RDF mapping. We also encounter six unsatisfiable rules: for example in a rule containing both (//Sculpture) (y) and (.//Painting) (x, y) there
is no valuation for y since an XML element cannot have two different tags (i.e., Sculpture and Painting).
The reformulated query for the XML→RDF case is given below:
ans(z) :- (//Painter)(x), (./@name)(x, z),
(//Painter)(x), (./Painting)(x, y),
(//Painting)(y), (./@exhibited)(y, "Reina Sofia")
ans(z) :- (//Sculptor)(x), (./@name)(x, z),
(//Sculptor)(x), (./Sculpture)(x, y),
(//Sculpture)(y), (./@exhibited)(y, "Reina Sofia")
However, the problem of deciding satisfiability of rules with XPath atoms is a difficult one. We expect that
the techniques developed in [14] will help with this problem and more generally with the minimization of such
queries.
The optimizations we have seen so far do not take into account the specifics of the RDF/S semantics considered by RQL. However, once we have encoded this semantics into the relational dependencies ∆RDF (see
Section 3.1) we can use ∆RDF in minimizing queries. For example, by translating into the internal model and by
using minimization under dependencies done with the Chase&Backchase algorithm [11] it is possible to show
that the conjunctive RQL queries of the form
ans(X,@P,Y) :- {X;$C}@P{Y;$D}, rest(X,@P,Y)
minimize to (the internal translation of):
ans(X,@P,Y) :- {X}@P{Y}, rest(X,@P,Y)
thus eliminating several redundant scans over the class variables $C and $D (rest(X,@P,Y) stands for a
boolean predicate whose variables are X, @P and Y only). It should be stressed that if we just translate these
queries into SWIM internal conjunctive queries, the results are not equivalent in the absence of ∆RDF . The
examples we saw in this section serve as a guide for design decisions regarding what kind of optimization
facilities need to be incorporated into SWIM.
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5 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we presented the principles underlying the design of SWIM (Semantic Web Integration Middleware) and described the components that achieve semantic integration by mapping XML and relational data to
RDF. The unifying framework proposed relies on the use of Datalog-like rules for expressing the mappings and
reformulating RQL queries. Furthermore, this framework permits the optimization of RQL queries as well as
their composition with the specified mappings in order to produce XML or relational database queries. Previous projects sharing similar motivations are described in [2, 3], [28] and [16]. Our approach is closest to that
of [2, 3], while using a more expressive language for the specification of mappings and a different ontology
query language. The papers [22, 6] present formal specifications of mappings from less structured schemas such
as XML and relational to more structured schemas of the same level of complexity as RDF. Languages similar
to our Datalog with XPath atoms are also used, for example, in [9, 19]. Finally, compared to the Datalog framework for RDF/S-based query mediation of [28], SWIM ensures the compositionality of queries with views and
mappings, as well as, supports advanced optimization and verification services.
Several issues require further investigation. Specifically, we have dealt so far with the case of conjunctive
RQL queries and conjunctive RVL view definitions. In both these cases we obtain a translation into non-recursive
Datalog programs to which we can apply well-known optimization techniques and for which the problem of
determining the consistency of the mappings is decidable. We intend to study the conditions under which
similar results can be obtained for a broader class of RQL queries and RVL view definitions. Another issue
is the exploitation of knowledge about the source schemas and data in order to perform further optimizations
during the reformulation process. SWIM’s internal model can also accommodate constraints such as the ones
expressible in OWL [10]. It will be interesting to study the optimization potential that stems from the use of
such constraints (e.g., uniqueness or disjointness constraints) in query reformulation / minimization.
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1 Introduction
Information integration and interoperability among information sources are related problems that have received
significant attention since early days of computer information processing. Initially, for a few decades, the focus
was on integration/interoperability for a relatively small number of sources. This is the setting encountered
in traditional business and service applications, for example when two companies merge or several services
interoperate (which requires the integration of their information systems). Much of the work in this context
of federated or multi-databases focused on integrating schemas by defining a global schema in an expressive
data model and defining mappings from local schemas to the global one [19]. More recently, in the context
of integration of data sources on the internet, the so-called global-as-view (GAV) and local-as-view (LAV)
paradigms have emerged out of projects such as TSIMMIS [20] and Information Manifold (IM) [12].
Recently, the advent of XML as a standard for online data interchange holds much promise toward promoting interoperability and data integration. The focus has also shifted to one of providing integration and
interoperability among a large number of independent and autonomous information sources. But XML, being a
syntactic model, in itself cannot make interoperability happen automatically. Two main challenges to overcome
are: (i) data sources may model XML data in heterogeneous ways, e.g., using different nestings or groupings
or interchanging elements and attributes, and (ii) sources may employ different terminology, a classic problem
even in multi-database interoperability. While earlier approaches to integration can be extended to handle XML,
they suffer from the significant overhead of having to design a commonly agreed upon global schema. Can we
interoperate without this overhead?
Indeed, there are a few recent proposals that do overcome the need for a global schema – Halevy et al. [9]
and Miller et al. [15]. In a nutshell, both of these approaches rely on source to source mappings. One problem
here is that requiring such mappings for all pairs is too tedious and cumbersome since the mappings, even if
generated semi-automatically, still require significant manual intervention to create. In order to mitigate this,
one can merely insist, as [9] does, that the graph of pairs with available mappings be connected. A second
problem is that when a source si is mapped to source sj , if sj does not have some of the concepts present in si ,
then they will be lost. E.g., si may include the ISBN for all its books while sj may not.
Independently of all this, recently there has been much excitement around the Semantic Web [18] initiative,
coming as it does with its own host of technologies such as resource description framework (RDF) [16] and
ontology description languages such as DAML+OIL and OWL [5, 14]. The promise of the Semantic Web is to
expose the semantics of the information content of web resources (including text, audio, video, etc.) thus taking
the web to a higher semantic level, enabling easy exchange of data and applications.
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Our work on interoperability and information integration has been motivated by asking how we can take advantage of the Semantic Web initiative. Our thesis is that each source(’s administrator) interested in participating
in data and application sharing should “enrich” itself with adequate semantic declarations, providing a semantic
view of the information contents. These declarations would essentially expose the semantic concepts present in
the source using common, but possibly application or even community specific terminology, in the spirit of the
Semantic Web initiative and frameworks such as RDF. Further infrastructure such as application wide ontologies could exist and help relate terminologies used across different communities within an application domain
or even beyond. Queries across data sources so enriched can be composed over the vocabulary consisting of
community wide RDF vocabulary or application wide ontology. They can be agnostic to the specific modeling
constructs or terminologies employed in the local sources (i.e., below their semantic views). Query processing
and optimization is the responsibility of the interoperability system, and is carried out in consultation with ontology servers that provide the common terminologies [11]. We should emphasize that we are not assuming a
single standard ontology, not even for a given application. Rather, we expect that, within any one application
domain, a limited number of ontologies will become widely used by the interested communities.
Below we provide a summary of of our ongoing research on the X-DARES-U (XML DAta waREhouse with
Semantic enrichment at UBC/UNCG) project [10]. We also discuss inherent challenges – both technical and
social in making interoperability and information integration possible on the internet scale. The need for a killer
application has been realized for some time in the Semantic Web community. We argue that interoperability and
integration offer such an application.

2 X-DARES-U Overview
The X-DARES-U approach is based on the existence of an infrastructure constituted by the following components: A semantic view provided by data sources, data mappings to represent source data in its semantic view,
existence of ontologies and inter-ontology mappings, tools for inferring integrity constraints over mappings, and
query optimization techniques. In this section, we briefly overview each of these.

2.1 Semantic Declarations
Local information sources can be XML documents, relational databases, spreadsheet documents, or servers
of other data formats. A local source can join an interoperability effort as long as it can provide semantic
declarations and mappings as discussed below. We should emphasize that these declarations are local. No
overhead in providing a global schema is needed in our approach. This is in contrast to traditional approaches
to data integration where significant overhead is incurred in developing a global schema for the federation.
The semantic content of an information source is declared in the form of concepts and properties represented
in the source. This is in the spirit of knowledge representation languages and ontologies that use concepts
(or classes) and properties (or relationships) for semantic representation. Each source chooses an appropriate
semantic model based on terminologies that are either chosen from a common ontology, or it can create and
publish its own terminology. A mapping of the source’s native data format to the semantic model is then
specified. If necessary, the source also specifies a mapping from its semantic model to a better known ontology.
These declarations can be provided in a number of ways, including Semantic Web tools such as RDF Schema
[17]. We will use the term semantic content model (semantic model, for short) of a local source to refer to the
semantic declarations, in the form of concept/property constructs, as discussed above.
Example 1 (Semantic Model): Consider a federation of catalog sales stores maintaining their merchandise
information in various systems (XML, relational, etc...) and formats. The DTD of one of these stores is shown
below (for additional DTDs see the complete example in [11]).
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ATTLIST

store (warehouse*)>
warehouse (city, state, item*)>
item (id, name, description)>
warehouse id ID #REQUIRED>
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A possible semantic model for these sources consists of the concepts item, warehouse, city, state, and
properties item-itemId, item-name, item-description, item-warehouse, warehouse-warehouseId,
warehouse-city, warehouse-state. Motivated by RDF, the first parameter of each property is a URI.
The second parameter can be a URI or a string. Note that we need to provide the mapping between URIs and
database-style identifiers, such as itemId. The properties item-itemId and warehouse-warehouseId
do precisely this.
Once the concepts and properties for the declaration of the semantic content of a source are determined, the
local DBA or user should provide the mappings from the local data into the selected semantic content model.
This, in effect, is providing a semantic view of the information content of the source in its semantic model. We
envision semi-automated tools that can assist DBA or user in this task [11]. The mappings can be represented
succinctly as rules using a combination of XPath and Datalog as in [11]. Providing the mappings in a more
practical representation, such as an XSLT code that generates an RDF document (the view) as output, is also
possible. The mapping specification tool can be configured to produce a number of different presentations.
Example 2 (Mappings): The mapping rule for the property item-warehouse is shown below. The functions fI and fW are URI-generating functions that produce URIs from database-style IDs. Please refer to [11]
for details and additional mappings.
item-warehouse(fI ($I),fW ($W)) ← source1/store/warehouse $X, $X/item/id $I, $X/@id $W

2.2 Query Formulation
Consider a federation of information sources enhanced with semantic declarations and mappings as discussed
in the previous section. A global query is formulated in terms of concepts and properties. The interoperability
system is responsible for the optimization and execution of the query. It may require services from ontology
brokers and directory servers to reconcile ontological and taxonomic differences in local semantic models as
well as local data. For brevity, we suppress this detail and focus on the case of single ontology in the sequel.
As mentioned above, a query is formulated in terms of concepts and properties, which may be at any level
of an ontology. Let p be a property mentioned in the query (such as item-warehouse in our example). A
source i may have this property in its semantic model. If so, it contains a fragment of p, which we will denote
by pi . The global content of p is the collection of all of its local fragments (pi ). What exactly is the meaning of
a collection of fragments? We assume, in general, that local sources have overlapping data. Hence, collection
should provide a mechanism to handle the overlap. If data among sources are consistent, then the collection
is simply a (possibly duplicate eliminating) union. More complicated mechanisms are needed when sources
contain inconsistent and/or uncertain data. Here we assume consistency within each source as well as among
sources, and use (possibly duplicate eliminating) union as the semantics of collection.

2.3 Architecture, Query Processing and Optimization
A coordinator-based architecture for semantic enrichment and query processing is suggested in Figure 1. Other
architectures such as peer-to-peer are also possible. The global query is submitted to the coordinator. The
coordinator is in charge of resolving ontological differences, and supervising query optimization and execution.
Query processing itself can be carried out in many different ways utilizing a combination of sources and the
coordinator. We briefly discuss some of these options below.
The simplest approach to query processing in this architecture is for the coordinator to (1) resolve ontological
differences with the aid of ontology servers, (2) request each source to materialize their fragments of properties
that appear in the query, (3) collect the fragments from sources, (4) perform taxonomic resolution on the data
and materialize global properties, and (5) execute the query. Although conceptually simple, this approach can
be inefficient in practice.
An alternative approach is for the coordinator to decompose the query and submit the subqueries to the
sources for processing. Then collect these results, and possibly execute further queries on these intermediate
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Figure 1: An architecture for semantic markup and query processing.
results to generate the final answer. Interesting optimization opportunities are possible in this alternative plan.
We will use a simple example to discuss this approach. More details can be found in [11].
Consider a simple global query that involves the join of two properties p and q, p 
 q. Suppose there are
 q1 , . . . , p 1 
 qn ,
n sources, s1 , . . . , sn . The expansion of the query results in the following subqueries: p1 
 q1 , . . . , p n 
 qn . Among these subqueries, there are n local subqueries p1 
 q1 , . . . , p n 
 qn .
. . . pn 
These subqueries refer only to fragments in a single source and can be processed solely by that source. The
rest need fragments from different sources and are called inter-source sub-queries. In general, if the query
involves k properties and the number of sources is n, there can be up to n local sub-queries and O(nk ) intersource sub-queries. An important optimization opportunity here is that if certain integrity constraints (key and
foreign key constraints) hold then some inter-source sub-queries need not be processed at all. E.g., suppose the
functional dependency q : Y →Z holds for property q, and according to source si , the foreign key constraint
 q. Then, we can show that all inter-source
(RIC) pi [Y ] ⊆ qi [Y ] holds, where Y is the join argument in p 
queries involving pi are redundant. Indeed, we have characterized cases where inter-source sub-queries can be
avoided, and have also developed algorithms to derive foreign-key integrity constraints such as above. Local
sub-queries can be reformulated in terms of the local source data structure (e.g. XML document), and executed
(partly or in full) locally. Interested readers are referred to [11] for details. We have also developed optimization
techniques for the execution of inter-source sub-queries for cases that require inter-source processing. Note
that previous work on distributed query optimization can be leveraged, although the presence of ontologies,
availability of semantic knowledge in the form of integrity constraints, and the differences in the data storage
formats, mean that the cost model for the optimization should be revisited. More work is needed in the future to
address these issues thoroughly. While distributed query optimization is not new, the twists brought about as a
result of the Semantic Web are indeed new and challenging.

3 Under the covers: What is needed?
In this section we discuss the question “what is needed to make X-DARES-U approach, or more generally, wide
scale interoperability and integration successful?” We propose the following criteria for measuring success: (1)
It should be relatively easy for a new source to join a federation of interoperable sources, (2) Query formulation
should be simple, (3) Query processing should have an acceptable performance, and (4) Last, but not least, the
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system should be scalable to large number of sources.
Tools and techniques from several domains are needed for the ultimate success of this project. Some of
these are already available, some are at different stages of development, and some still need to be developed.
We provide a summary below.

3.1 Semantic Web tools and techniques
The Semantic Web initiative has taken the first important steps in realizing languages and tools needed for
interoperability. Resource Description Language (RDF) [16], RDF Vocabulary Description Language (RDF
Schema) [17], the DARPA Agent Markup Language (DAML) [5], and OWL Web Ontology Language [14] are
examples of languages that are already developed or are under development. They facilitate semantic markups
and ontology management. Many companies and research institutes are actively developing tools and systems
for these languages (see, for example, [7]).
While ontology description languages are quite expressive, in our opinion, more powerful tools are needed
for ontology management, especially for describing relationships among concepts and properties of two or
more different independently-designed ontologies (please also see related discussions on ontology languages
and ontology maintenance in Section 3.2). There is a fine balance between expressive power of languages and
complexity (efficiency) of operations in these languages. The key is to maximize the expressive power while
maintaining an acceptable performance. There is also an acute need for efficient ontology brokers to reconcile
ontological and taxonomic differences among sources in order to make interoperability possible.

3.2 Theoretical and conceptual questions and solutions
Knowledge representation and ontology description and maintenance have been active research areas for decades.
The Semantic Web initiative has contributed new languages, such as DAML and OWL, which pay special attention to efficiency as well as expressive power. Description Logics (DL) provide the mathematical basis for
ontology languages. In fact, OWL itself has been inspired and influenced by DLs [1]. When multiple ontologies are used by information sources, there is a need to determine and declare inter-ontology relationships. An
expressive language is needed for the declaration of these relationships, and (semi)automatic techniques are
needed for their discovery. These topics, sometimes referred to as ontology integration, ontology matching, and
ontology alignment are active areas of research [4]. AI research is rich with respect to matching and similaritybased algorithms, and some of these techniques have been applied recently to schema and ontology matching
[8, 13]. However, several fundamental questions have yet to be answered. For instance, how are we to choose
an appropriate semantic model and mapping for a source? What (technical and other) incentives can we offer a
source administrator other than the promise that they can join a “federation”?
Optimization and processing of (global) queries in a multi-source environment poses many challenges, some
of which were discussed in Section 2.3. Of particular interest is the case where multiple ontologies are employed.
For example, consider a (global) query Q that uses an ontology O, and assume a source i uses a different
ontology Oi . The algorithm that generates the local sub-query Qi at source i needs to perform a maximal sound
rewrite of Q in terms of the ontology Oi , in the sense that answers to the rewritten query are provably answers to
the original query and there is no rewrite which produces a proper superset of such valid answers. The algorithm
for and the complexity of this task critically depend on the expressive power of the language used to declare
inter-ontology relationships. We have explored this question for a simple language that allows concept/property
equivalence as well as sub-concept and sub-property declarations in [11]. Further investigation is needed for
more expressive languages.
An orthogonal issue in query optimization is the avoidance or minimization of redundant processing. While
some initial work on identifying and inferring types of integrity constraints useful for this form of query optimization has been done in [6, 11], more work is needed on this question.
When overlapping information across sources is consistent, taking their union (with or without duplicate
elimination) is just one possible way of combining them. Other operators (e.g., intersection) may be meaningful
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under some circumstances. When there is inconsistency across data sources, how should we resolve them? How
can we answer queries reliably and efficiently in this case? Some proposed approaches in database research
are based on accociating certainty (or reliability) factors with data, either directly or indirectly by associating
these factors with information sources. In the Semantic Web approach, this can be accomplished elegantly by
reification. Storage and processing efficiency for reified statements becomes of utmost importance for this type
of application that makes very heavy use of reification. The implementors of the Semantic Web framework Jena
have addressed this issue in their recent (Jena2) release [21].
There are thus many deep semantic, algorithmic, and complexity questions that provide fertile ground for
further research.

3.3 Database tools and techniques
Efficiency is one of the most important goals of an interoperability system that incorporates large number of
sources. We need to investigate a multitude of techniques from database research (such as indexing, caching, and
optimization using materialized views), as well as develop new techniques related to directory organization and
maintenance, ontology broker and server systems, and web-based peer-to-peer systems to harness the complexity
of scale. Our work in [11] investigates interesting semantic optimization, i.e. optimization made possible by data
integrity constraints such as key and foreign key constraints.
The cost-based query optimization technique has been applied quite successfully in (centralized and distributed) database systems. In this approach, a small number of query execution plans are generated for a given
query, and the cost of each plan is estimated. The plan with the lowest estimated cost is then selected for processing the query. We believe cost-based optimization techniques developed for distributed databases should
prove useful but will need to be gracefully adapted to deal with the following challenges: (i) The search space is
more explosive than for distributed databases which have a small number of sources; (ii) Statistics are harder to
collect in a wide distributed context such as ours; (iii) Server loads and network traffic may change dynamically
and rapidly. As discussed in Section 2.3, there are many important differences in this application compared
to classical distributed query processing that arise from (i) the presence of ontologies, (ii) the availability of
semantic knowledge that can be leveraged for substantial query optimization, and (iii) the differences in the data
storage formats. We believe large scale (XML) data integration and interoperability will be a killer application
for the Semantic Web. For this application to be successful, the aforementioned challenges must be addressed.

3.4 Standards
Any information integration and interoperability system is ultimately dependent on the establishment of standards. It is unrealistic to expect that a single, universally accepted ontology will be established and used by
every information source. Even if we restrict ourselves to a single application domain (e.g., purchase order processing), we cannot expect a single ontology that is accepted by everybody. On the other hand, it is unlikely that
every source involved in an application will use a different ontology. Instead, community wide ontologies offer
a nice hierarchical level in between. Our thesis is that for each application domain a relatively small number of
(community wide) ontologies will be established and used by a large percentage of information sources in that
domain. Efforts towards this goal are already underway by various groups of parties engaged in specific applications [3]. More efforts for integrating multiple ontologies related to a single application domain are needed
and need to be done in an incremental fashion.

4 Conclusions
Interoperability and information integration is a long standing unresolved problem with tremendous application
pull. The advent of XML has created a framework akin to low level plumbing in which this problem can be
profitably studied. Our vision is wide scale interoperability and integration. The recent Semantic Web initiative
with its host of technologies brings several relevant and useful tools and techniques to the table which we can
exploit in the interoperability context. However, this raises a variety of challenges and questions at various
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levels – from fundamental theoretical to systems, to technological to social. In our X-DARES-U project, we are
investigating several of these technical challenges. There is a well recognized need for a killer application for the
Semantic Web. We argue that wide scale interoperability and integration is a great killer application and invite
researchers, developers, and industries to take on that challenge. Tim Berners-Lee [2] advocates publishing
and processing everything in RDF using ontologies. We thus believe the timing is just perfect for wide scale
interoperability to be tackled, riding this ontology wave!
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Abstract
The web lacks support for explaining information provenance. When web applications return answers,
many users do not know what information sources were used, when they were updated, how reliable the
source was, or what information was looked up versus derived. Support for information provenance
is expected to be a harder problem in the Semantic Web where more answers result from some manipulation of information (instead of simple retrieval of information). Manipulation includes, among
other things, retrieving, matching, aggregating, filtering, and deriving information possibly from multiple sources. This article defines a broad notion of information provenance called knowledge provenance
that includes proof-like information on how a question answering system arrived at its answer(s). The
article also describes an approach for a knowledge provenance infrastructure supporting the extraction,
maintenance and usage of knowledge provenance related to answers of web applications and services.

1 Introduction
People who have become effective at using information obtained from the web have become proficient at investigating and evaluating sources of information. If a person believes that, for example, the CNN television
station or the New York Times newspaper are reliable sources, then she may be willing to believe the information
those organizations publish on the web. If the reputation of the information source is unknown, the person may
want more information about the source that may reveal biases, agendas, affiliations, etc. before believing the
information. If the information about the source is unavailable or the information source itself is unknown, the
person may have a reason to disbelieve the data.
When the user of information is an agent, the task of source investigation and evaluation can not rely on
common-sense knowledge such as the reputations of CNN or the New York Times. The agent must have access
to the source of information and it must have some information about the source in order to be able to evaluate
its credibility as a publisher of web information.
If users are going to trust answers obtained from the Semantic Web, then users (humans and agents) need
access to knowledge provenance. In order for the Semantic Web to provide knowledge provenance, it needs
underlying standards and tools for storing, maintaining and using knowledge provenance. Moreover, this infrastructure must be comprehensive enough to allow the tracking of knowledge provenance from answers to their
sources. Therefore, such infrastructure should deal with at least the following kinds of systems:
Copyright 2003 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for
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• Information extraction tools used for building knowledge sources such as ontologies, databases, knowledge bases, taxonomies and thesauri. These tools should be able to register meta information about the
sources of assertions in knowledge sources.
• Search engines used for producing answers from web documents. These tools should be able to register
and present meta information about retrieved documents.
• Inference engines used for deriving answers from knowledge sources. These tools should be able to
register meta information about the knowledge sources used in the process of deriving answers. Also,
they should be able to dump their proof traces in a sharable, portable format that can be used to explain
how answers are derived.
• Web applications and services using answers derived by inference engines and documents retrieved by
search engines. These systems should be able to present provenance information in response to user
requests. These systems need to understand knowledge provenance registered by other systems.
This article describes a knowledge provenance infrastructure that facilitates the integration of web applications requiring provenance information. Systems can use the infrastructure for keeping knowledge provenance
during the process of extracting knowledge and building knowledge sources. Also, knowledge provenance is
considered at a level of granularity appropriate for assertions within knowledge sources. Our previous work on
knowledge provenance [8, 9] describes a more conservative approach where knowledge provenance is aimed at
the level of granularity appropriate for knowledge sources as a whole.
Moreover, the infrastructure supports Semantic Web functionalities beyond the identification of sources of
answers. Our infrastructure provides a specification of a portable proof that can be used to capture information
manipulation descriptions. This information is then used by the Inference Web browser to display interactive
proof displays for debugging and abstractions of the proofs into more understandable explanations for end users.
This information may also be used by truth maintenance systems as well as hybrid reasoning environments.

2 Knowledge Provenance
Knowledge provenance includes source meta-information, which is a description of the origin of a piece of
knowledge, and knowledge process information, which is a description of the reasoning process used to generate
the answer. We have used the phrase knowledge provenance instead of data provenance intentionally. Data
provenance [1, 3] may be viewed as the analog to knowledge provenance aimed at the database community. That
community’s definition typically includes both a description of the origin of the information and the process
by which it arrived in the database. Knowledge provenance is essentially the same except that it includes
proof-like information about the process by which knowledge arrives in the knowledge base. This process may
include extensive reasoning used to generate deductive closure information. In this sense, knowledge provenance
broadens the notion of data derivation that can be performed before data is inserted into a database or after data
is retrieved from a database. Nevertheless, data provenance and knowledge provenance have the same concerns
and motivations.
The use of reasoning is not a requirement for using a knowledge provenance infrastructure. For instance,
many components of the Inference Web [8] such as the IWBase (a registry containing information about objects
useful for proofs and explanations) and portable proofs (a proof interlingua) are used in the ARDA Aquaint
project1 , which has a main thrust of question answering using information retrieval techniques. Also, the infrastructure can be used to provide simple source justification for answers that are simply retrieved or for answers
1
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that have been obtained using complex reasoning and, more typically, it can be used when the answers are derived using a combination of both. A typical scenario includes using knowledge sources where information is
available in a format appropriate for machine processing e.g., RDF [6], DAML+OIL [2], OWL [10], etc. If a
knowledge base was built using a particular source, for example CNN, then Inference Web would store CNN
as the original source of the knowledge. Additional information may be stored about knowledge sources such
as the source’s authoritativeness, URL, contributors, date of input and update, etc. If some of the information
in a knowledge base is from another source, for example the AP news wire, then Inference Web may be used
to store that certain assertions came from another source. This information may be attributed at the knowledge
base level or at the assertion level.

3 The Stanford Knowledge Provenance Infrastructure
The Stanford Knowledge Provenance Infrastructure (KPI) is an integration approach for TAP [4] with Inference
Web’s IWBase [9] and Inference Web’s portable proofs [12]. TAP is a tool for extracting information and
building knowledge sources. It can store provenance information at the level of assertions. IWBase provides
infrastructure for provenance originally aimed at the granularity of knowledge bases. In KPI, IWBase will
support provenance at the assertion level. Portable proofs support explanations of inferred information along
with provenance-based explanations of retrieved answers. These systems are in use for funded projects and
are supporting different levels of knowledge provenance. Currently, TAP is not integrated with IWBase and
portable proofs. This paper describes the integration route underway and shows how putting the two systems
together provides much more than TAP or the Inference Web can do alone. The integrated system provides
a scalable solution to knowledge provenance that is aimed at the needs of knowledge bases generated as the
result of automated programs (e.g., wrapper and extraction software, e.g., Fetch [5]) as well as knowledge bases
generated by humans using tools such as OWL ontology editors (e.g., Protégé [11]).

3.1 IWBase: Infrastructure for Meta-Information Annotation
IWBase [9] (formerly known as the IW Registry) is an interconnection of distributed repositories of metainformation relevant to proofs and explanations, including knowledge provenance information. Every entry in
these repositories is an instance of an IWBase concept. For example, Knowledge Source is an IWBase concept
that is useful for entries such as ontologies, knowledge bases, thesauri, etc. The knowledge source entry for an
ontology describes stores of assertions about the ontology such as its original creator(s), date of creation, data
of last update, version, URL (for browsing), description in English, etc. IWBase’s provenance information is
expanding on an as-needed basis driven by application demands.
Every entry has an URI and is stored both as a file written in DAML+OIL/OWL and as a set of tuples in a
database. IWBase files are mainly used by portable proofs (see Section 3.3) to annotate their content. IWBase
databases are mainly used for evolving meta-information and for supporting web services querying the IWBase.
IWBase can keep provenance at the level of documents. For example, consider the case where the data
came from “Joe’s Tom Hanks Fan Information Collection”, and Joe does not make information available about
the source of each piece of data. In KPI, IWBase will also be able to keep provenance at the assertion level.
For instance, suppose we have an entry about “Tom Hanks”, who is an “Actor”. This entry may come from a
RDF document where one triple says that there is an entity with a rdfs:label of “Tom Hanks”, and another
triple says that his rdf:type is Actor. Some IWBase users, however, simply do not want to keep provenance
information at the triple level. In this case, IWBase can store the fact that all of the elements in that particular
file or knowledge base, i.e., triples, came from Joe. Thus, when users ask where the particular elements come
from, an application using the IWBase can dynamically attach the provenance to the elements and return it. The
inclusion of provenance is possible whether provenance is kept at the level of documents, assertions or both
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documents and assertions.

3.2 TAP: Infrastructure for Knowledge Source Construction
TAP is a system for knitting together data fragments from disparate XML/SOAP based web services, and from
disparate HTML based web sites, into a single schematically unified global knowledge base. The TAP system consists of a number of data servers which communicate with each other and with applications using an
XML/SOAP based protocol we call GetData. In this case, sites wanting to provide data to the Semantic Web
about a particular subject must first agree on the schema for describing that subject. New sites may be added to
the system without any modifications to the applications that use the data.
The TAP system has two types of knowledge source tracking. The first method is implicit: the TAP server
knows it is interacting, for example, with CNN, therefore it knows that any data it receives in this session is from
CNN. The second method is explicit: if the data being retrieved was somehow manipulated, then the TAP object
identifiers for each entity being discussed can be examined to discover the page from which they originated. A
small match code appended to the page URL also indicates the approximate region of the page from which the
entity was found. In either case, the TAP system includes information about each site, and a way to query which
site a particular source page comes from. Knowledge provenance information extracted by TAP can be added
into the IWBase in an automatic way. Thus, users can see the knowledge provenance later when asking for the
sources of answers derived from TAP generated knowledge sources.
TAP provides a bootstrapping system which uses HTML parsers to transform web sites intended for humans
into Semantic Web sites intended for agents. To date, TAP has scanned and aggregated data from over 110,000
URLs spread across 35 sites into a knowledge base consisting of over 860,000 logical sentences about over
500,000 individuals. Individual types include corporations, nations, politicians, locations, celebrities, movies,
music albums, weapons systems, and many others.

3.3 Portable Proofs: Infrastructure for Answer Derivation Representation
The portable proof specification2 is a DAML+OIL (migrating to OWL) representation of proofs produced by
reasoners during the process of deriving answers. There, a node in a deduction tree is labeled by one formula
and one inference rule used to conclude the labeling formula. Labeling formulas are formula occurrences. Conceptually one can think of a node in a deduction tree as a representation of one step in a deductive information
manipulation process. It is the result of a single rule application applied to some previous information deriving
a single formula. A node set is a set of one or more nodes where all the nodes are labeled by the same formula.
Conceptually one can think of a node set as a set of applications of inference rules used to derive the identical
formula in a single step. Node sets capture information concerning all of the ways one or more question answering systems came to believe a single statement. A node captures one way one or more question answering
systems came to believe a single statement. Node sets are a critical building block of the Inference Web since
they are the key to proof combination and multiple explanations.
Node sets are used to support knowledge provenance since they are used to track how conclusions are
derived from antecedents. The premises of an inference step are the formulas labeling node sets associated with
the inference step as antecedents. An answer is derived by the last inference step in a proof.
Knowledge source information may be stored at the level of an entire knowledge base or at an individual
assertion level. Either way, Inference Web can take any particular answer and trace back through the inference
steps used, looking at their antecedents and determining all of the sources used to arrive at an answer. This
process allows Inference Web to provide a summary collection of all sources used to obtain an answer and
also allows it to provide the sources used for any particular statement. The identification of all sources used
is an important strategy to determine whether or not we should trust the data. For example, we may not trust
2
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information coming from “Joe’s Tom Hanks Collection” but we may trust information coming from “The Rita
Wilson Fan Club”. Thus, we will probably be more likely to believe the data if it is associated with both sources
rather than just the “Joe’s Tom Hanks Collection”. Moreover, suppose that we know that “Joe’s Tom Hanks
Collection” is known for publishing unreliable information. Then we may be inclined to disbelieve the data
even if it is also associated with “The Rita Wilson Fan Club”.
Portable proofs may also be used to tackle some problems related to knowledge provenance redundancy. In
the simple case, if everything in one knowledge base came from one source, a single statement may be used
to capture the source of every statement in the knowledge base. If the knowledge base is created as a view or
aggregation of the content available from multiple sources, IWBase can be used to store source information at
the statement granularity or it can store that the information in this knowledge base used multiple sources and
not distinguish which assertions came from which source.

4 Knowledge Provenance Usage
The infrastructure provides support for provenance information whenever it is possible to identify some document or document element to which we can associate provenance information. Also, it provides a systematic
way for generating documents that are relevant for the “semantic part” of the web. Three approaches are considered for an application to use provenance information: it incorporates source meta-information into documents;
it incorporates knowledge process information into documents; and it interacts with a data server which is performing multi-site aggregation of data and provenance information.

4.1 Incorporating Source Meta-Information
Applications using our infrastructure do not need to store and manipulate data and its corresponding provenance
information in any particular format: provenance information is kept separately in the IWBase, and then reassembled upon request. In fact, our approach has been either to avoid transporting provenance data where we
can (and use services to access it later), or to simply accept the cost of storing and maintaining provenance
information as a necessary one in order to support trustworthiness of data.
When provenance information is needed, it can be added on a per-file basis. Thus, an application can
use a KPI service to retrieve provenance information and it can apply its preferred way of incorporating the
information including reification, appending new XML elements, or using quads [7]. For example, for RDF,
DAML, and OWL files, the application can use the same approach that we use with TAP documents where TAP
can ask IWBase for the URI of provenance information of a given piece of information, e.g., a RDF triple, and
apply reification.
The identification of a specific piece of information within a document may be a problem for some document
formats such as XML. However, we expect that new standards for XML such as XPath will provide a solution
for this problem for XML files.

4.2 Incorporating Knowledge Process Information
When an application computes an answer, the Inference Web infrastructure allows it to dump a portable proof
format of the computation process. It also allows an interaction mode that would ask the application for a
regeneration of the answer with the portable proof support on demand if that interaction style makes more sense.
In either case, the agent (or user) through use of Inference Web can peruse the portable proof to find ground
facts supporting the derived answer. If the application dumps limited granularity in the proof such as if it used
told information (from a particular source) or used told information from a source and then applied complicated
reasoning, the end user could at least have access to the sources used and if the application manipulated the
information. We encourage granularity in the portable proof dumps that support demand-based explanations
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giving access to the deduction path but we do not require it. This allows us to interact with question answering
systems that can not or do not want to provide details of their information manipulation path but still can provide
access to the source of the original information.
It is important to note that a portable proof is a forest of proof trees rather than a single tree. This structure is
required so that Inference Web can support infrastructures where multiple question answering systems contribute
pieces of an answer and also can support hybrid reasoning environments where query managers may break up
questions into components that different agents will answer. This is also used to support situations where the
same answer can be obtained from multiple paths. This forest feature is one potential reason why Inference Web
and the knowledge provenance work may be well suited (and potentially better suited than a data provenance
approach) to supporting explanation of the Semantic Web.

4.3 Querying Provenance Information
Each node of the IWBase is a repository of DAML/OWL files mirrored in a relational database. This means
that documents can refer to IWBase entries as typical DAML/OWL documents without needing to know about
details of database management systems. It also means that queries are expected to be performed in an effective
way over the database. In fact, the metamodel for storing provenance meta-information (see the class diagrams
in http://www.ksl.stanford.edu/software/iw/spec) is a typical database schema using conventional indexing techniques. Thus, queries over the structured database are expected to have a better performance than over a RDF
file storing all the triples for provenance information.
TAP can generate the RDF triples from any particular site on demand and pass the provenance information
to IWBase. The set of source URLs and sites contributed to any aggregated data block can then be recorded on
IWBase. Any receiving application can then query the IWBase for the source(s) of any triple.

5 Conclusions
The Semantic Web will need infrastructure for knowledge provenance if users are going to trust answers produced by Semantic Web applications and services. In this article we described an infrastructure that can provide
comprehensive answer-to-source knowledge provenance for the Semantic Web. This solution integrates the Inference Web infrastructure for explaining answers from web applications and the TAP system for extraction and
semantic search.
We also described how provenance information supported by the infrastructure could be used on demand in
association with web documents. The Wine Agent3 , the DAML Query Service4 , and the OWL Query Service5
are Semantic Web agents supported by the Inference Web that present knowledge provenance at the granularity
of knowledge sources. These agents are based on the Stanford’s JTP hybrid reasoner that produces portable
proofs. Also, in the context of the CALO project6 , we are creating a new agent that provides answers along with
knowledge provenance information supported by KPI to handle a distributed, hybrid question answering system
using a number of reasoning systems.
We are currently extending SRI’s SNARK theorem prover7 to produce portable proofs and integrating with
ISI’s query planner as well as pursuing discussions with designers of other reasoning systems including W3C’s
CWM8 and UT’s KM9 . We also presented a solution that provides provenance information at a granularity aimed
3
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6
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7
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8
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9
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at facts. Our work provides insight into how to obtain, manipulate, and use meta information using the Inference
Web and TAP tools to improve trust on the Semantic Web.
Acknowledgment The authors would like to thank Kevin Wilkinson for his many valuable comments during
the preparation of this article.
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Abstract
To realize the vision of the Semantic Web, efficient storage and retrieval of large RDF data sets is
required. A common technique for persisting RDF data (graphs) is to use a single relational database
table, a triple store. But, we believe a single triple store cannot scale for large-scale applications. This
paper describes storing and querying persistent RDF graphs in Jena, a Semantic Web programmers’
toolkit. Jena augments the triple store with property tables that cluster multiple property values in a
single table row. We also describe two tools to assist in designing application-specific RDF storage
schema. The first is a synthetic data generator that generates RDF graphs consistent with an underlying
ontology. The second mines an RDF graph or an RDF query log for frequently occurring patterns. These
patterns can be applied to schema design or caching strategies to improve performance. We also briefly
describe Jena inferencing and a new approach to context in RDF which we call snippets.

1 Introduction
This paper addresses the problems of storing and retrieving Resource Description Framework (RDF) graphs,
the data model used for the Semantic Web. It describes RDF persistence in Jena, a widely-used, open-source
Semantic Web programmers’ toolkit [9, 18]. This paper assumes no familiarity with the Semantic Web and
this introduction provides an overview of RDF [15]. The next section describes how Jena implements RDF
persistence. The following sections outline Jena query processing and our support for developing applicationspecific RDF storage schema. A final section discusses the higher-level issues of inferencing and context.
The underlying data model of the Semantic Web, RDF, is a labeled, directed graph. This graph describes
properties of and relationships between Web resources. An RDF graph is encoded as a set of triples where each
triple encodes one arc of the graph. A triple, also referred to as a statement, has the form <S,P,O>, where S,
the subject, and O, the object, are nodes of the graph and P, the predicate, labels an arc from S to O. The subject
and predicate are always URIs while the object may be either a literal value or a URI. RDF has the notion of
an anonymous resource, also called a blank node or bnode. It denotes an existential variable which is used to
indicate a resource whose identity (URI) is unknown or not of interest. A bnode can be used to model n-ary
relationships and to model containment (is-part-of). For example, to model a compund name, a bnode can be
used to represent an (anonymous) name resource with two arcs to literal nodes for the first name and last name.
Just as LISP builds on a simple list abstraction to create higher-level constructs, RDF builds on predicates
and the statement abstraction to model higher-level constructs. RDF includes predefined predicates such as type
Copyright 2003 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for
advertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or to reuse any
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to state that the subject is in the class referenced by the object. Other predefined predicates model bags, lists,
etc. Of particular interest is the notion of reification. It gives identity to a statement and so enables one to make
statements about a statement. It uses the predefined predicates subject, predicate, object, type. For example, to
reify the statement <sky,is,blue> so that we can refer to it from other statements, we first need a URI or bnode
to identify the statement, say X. We then encode the reified statement with four separate statements as follows:
<X,subject,sky>, <X,predicate,is>, <X,object,blue>, <X,type,Statement>. Given this, to express “Alice said
the sky is blue”, we add the statement <Alice,said,X>. Reification enables an RDF graph to include seemingly
contradictory assertions, e.g., by reifiying <sky,is,green>.
RDFS (RDF Schema [7]) builds on RDF by adding more predefined predicates to increase the modeling
power of the graph. RDFS includes a subclass predicate to support class hierarchies and a sub-property predicate. OWL (Ontology Web Language [19]) adds another modeling layer with predicates for ontologies and reasoning, e.g., to describe transitive properties and functional predicates. It is largely derived from DAML+OIL
[10] and is based on Description Logics. However, note that OWL, RDFS and RDF graphs all have the same
representation, i.e., a set of triples (statements).
There are a number of toolkits that implement the RDF model. Although there is no standard API such as
ODBC, most RDF systems support methods to add a statement to a graph, remove a statement from a graph and
to query graphs. In addition, they usually support some graph operations such as graph creation, graph merging,
graph serialization, etc. However, the RDF specifications have no explicit notion of graph. So issues like graph
identity, querying across graphs, distributing graphs are handled differently (or not at all) across the toolkits.
There is currently no standard query language for RDF. We describe here the Jena query capabilities which
are typical of many RDF toolkits. Jena supports two forms of querying: triple match and RDQL [16]. A triple
match takes a match template of the form (s,p,o), where each term is either a constant or a don’t-care. It returns
all statements that match the template. For complex queries Jena supports RDQL, a declarative RDF query
language that has been widely adopted. An RDQL query may be expressed as a conjunction of triple match
templates in which a match term may also be a variable. The variables enable joins across match templates.
Additional constraint clauses can be used to limit the value range of variable bindings using arithmetic and
string processing functions. The query returns all bindings of variables that satisfy the triple matches.

2 Persistent RDF Storage in Jena
A common approach to making RDF graphs persistent is to use a relational database and store the graph in a
three column table, one column each for the subject, predicate and object of a statement. Many RDF storage
systems use this triple store approach [4, 8, 14]. Typically, a normalized schema is used in the triple store
approach which adds two additional tables. A literals table is used to store all literal values and a resources
table is used to store all URI and bnodes. The columns of the triple store then reference values in the literals
and resources tables. The normalized triple store approach is very efficient in space since a literal or resource is
stored only once. However, retrieving a statement requires a three way join.
There are challenging problems in using relational databases for storing RDF. For example, the character
lengths of the literals and URIs in RDF graphs may vary widely and may even be blobs. The object of an RDF
statement is not strongly typed and may either be a literal or a URI. An additional (boolean) column is sometimes
used to indicate which it is. An RDF literal may optionally have an XSD datatype [5] or even a user-defined type.
Consequently, there is no database column type that is suitable for all literal values. Typically, implementations
simply store the value as a character string. Some systems optionally store the literal redundantly in a separate
column in a native format, e.g., integer. This is usually only done for a subset of the XSD types.
Jena Denormalized Schema. The initial Jena implementation used a normalized triple store [20]. It also supported drivers for a number of different database engines, including MySQL, PostgreSQL, Oracle and Berkeley
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DB (BDB). The BDB driver actually used a different, denormalized, schema and it was observed that the BDB
implementation was significantly faster than the relational engines. Consequently, for the second generation
Jena, we implemented a denormalized triple store for the relational engines [22]. In this schema, short literal
values and short resource URIs are stored directly in the triple store table. Only when the length of a literal or
URI exceeds a threshold is it stored separately in the literals or resources table. To tag its location, a literal value
is stored with a prefix to indicate if it is in-line or in the literals table. Similarly, for URIs.
The denormalized approach uses more space than the normalized approach. However it saves time in that
short values in statements can be retrieved without a join. And, the length threshold for short values is configurable so that applications may control the degree of denormalization, trading off space for time. Preliminary
performance results for simple retrievals show the denormalized approach to be twice as fast as the normalized
approach but approximately twice the space [22].
Property Tables. In the absence knowledge about the graph being stored, there are few options for storage
optimization and a triple store approach is reasonable. But, as mentioned above, RDF encodes higher-level
constructs such as lists. And, real-world data often have repeating patterns or structures. A simple triple store
cannot leverage knowledge of patterns. For scalability and high-performance, we believe the triple store must
be augmented by other storage strategies better tuned for the graph being stored or the applications using it.
To leverage patterns in an RDF graph, in Jena we have started to experiment with property tables to augment
the triple store. A property table clusters multiple property values for the same subject in one table row. It
uses one column for the subject and one column for each predicate value. In general, a property table stores all
statements for its set of predicates. For example, a Person property table might store all statements about names,
addresses and phones. There would be no statements with those predicates in the triple store.
A property table saves space over a triple store in that a property table does not explicitly store the predicate
URIs. Instead the column (name) identifies the predicates. Also, for all statements in the row of a property
table, the subject is only stored once. A property table can also save time over a triple store. When there is
access locality to its statements, the entire row of a property table can be cached to avoid repeated calls to the
database engine. Note that, unlike the triple store, the columns of a property table can be null. So the sparsity of
property values is a factor in choosing which predicates to cluster in a property table. In general, the choice of
the property tables is application-specific. Later, we describe tools to help users choose property tables.
In the current implementation, Jena supports one type of property table. It is used to store reified statements.
Reification is an important special case because some RDF applications reify every statement. It would be
inefficient to store each reified statement as four separate triples. For reification, Jena uses a property table of
five columns, one for the statement identifier and one each for the subject, predicate, object and type values.
Some preliminary performance results show that simple retrievals from the reification property table to be four
times faster than retrieving the same statements from a triple store [22]. In some cases, the speed-up is as high
as ten times faster which we believe is due to caching effects since the property table makes more effective use
of the cache (e.g., the predicate URI is not repeatedly stored).
In the future, Jena will support arbitrary property tables for applications. One issue is that property tables
complicate query processing, as described in the next section. However, once general property tables are supported, it should be an easy next step to directly connect Jena to arbitrary (legacy) relational databases to extract
that data as RDF statements, e.g., using techniques similar to those in [6].

3 RDF Query Processing in Jena
There are two forms of Jena querying: triple match and RDQL querying. A triple match returns all statements
that match a template of the form (s,p,o) where each element is either a constant or a don’t-care. An RDQL
query [16] can be expressed as a conjunction of triple match templates, where each term is either a constant, a
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don’t-care or a variable. Variables enable joins across the triple matches. A query returns all valid bindings of
its variables over statements in the graph.
The addition of property tables significantly complicates query processing. Consider iterators. Unlike a
triple store table where each row corresponds to a single RDF statement, an iterator over a property table must
expand a row into multiple statements, one for each predicate value. However, the major complexity occurs
when a template includes an unspecified property, i.e., where the predicate is a don’t-care or a variable that will
be bound when the query is processed. For example, a common template is to return all known property values
for a specified subject, e.g., (“Alice”,-,-).
For a triple match where the predicate is unknown, in addition to the scanning the triple store, all property
tables must be scanned and the results concatenated. In principle, it is possible to generate a single SQL union
query for this match but such queries can quickly become unwieldy so this optimization has not been pursued.
In Jena, an RDQL query can be processed in a naive fashion as a nested-loops pipeline of triple match
templates. The variable bindings of one triple match are used to as input to the next triple match which then
binds variables for subsequent triple matches until all matches are processed. However, it would be more efficient
if joins could be pushed into the database engine for evaluation. This is a difficult problem in the presence of
property tables and unspecified predicates. However, in the case that all triple match templates reference only
the triple store, it is possible to generate a single SQL query to resolve all match templates. Similarly, if all
match templates reference only property tables, it is also possible to generate a single SQL query.
However, when the match templates span both the triple store and property tables or the predicates are
unspecified (variable or don’t-care), then it is difficult to generate a single SQL query. The current approach in
Jena is to partition the match templates for a query into groups, where each group contains matches that can be
completely evaluated by the same table and that are connected by join variables. There is one additional group
containing templates that span tables. SQL queries are then generated for the single table groups and the final
group is processed using the (naive) nested-loops approach. More efficient algorithms remain future work.

4 Developing Application-Specific Schema for RDF
By application-specific schema, we mean an RDF storage schema that augments the triple store with additional
tables tailored for the application. Application-specific schema for storing RDF are supported in other RDF
stores [4, 8, 14]. However, those systems use the RDF Schema class hierarchies to derive the application-specific
database schema. In Jena, we want to support arbitrary property tables independent of the class hierarchies.
To faciliate developing an application-specific schema, we have created two tools [11]. The first is a data
mining tool that discovers patterns within RDF graphs. The second is a synthetic data generator that generates
realistic RDF graphs according to user-supplied specifications. These synthetic data sets can be used to populate
and benchmark candidate application-specific schema. This section briefly describes these tools (see also [11]).
The RDF mining tool uses Market-Basket Analysis [2] techniques to discover patterns in RDF graphs and
RDF query logs. If an application has an initial or sample data set (an RDF graph), our mining tool can be
applied to this graph to discover property co-occurrence patterns to suggest possible properties to store together.
For example, if the tool found that the predicates Name, Address, Phone were a frequent pattern for subjects,
they would be a candidate property table.
The mining tool finds frequent item sets [3] in a collection of transactions of items purchased together (a
market basket). Applying this to a set of RDF statements, we use the statement subject as the transaction
identifier and its item set is the set of all predicates that appear with that subject in some statement. The mining
algorithm then finds the longest frequently occurring item sets (for a common subject) that exceed a support
threshold, i.e., a percentage of all statements.
In addition to statement patterns, the set of queries applied to a graph may also exhibit patterns and these
patterns should be considered when devising a storage schema. Our mining tool can find several types of patterns
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in a log of RDQL queries. By varying the definition of transaction identifier and item set, our mining tool can
uncover both frequently occurring queries (e.g., common join queries) or frequently queried predicates for a
common subject. By using a sequence mining algorithm, it can also find commonly occurring query sequences.
Our data generator tool quickly produces large volumes of synthetic RDF data. The user-provided specifications allow a high degree of control over the characteristics of the generated data. Unlike many other synthetic
data generators, it is capable of modeling relationships among class instances. Currently, the tool generates
some number of class instances where each class instance comprises values for predicates of that class. Class
definitions may come from an existing ontology or from a user specification. The number of occurrences of a
predicate (its cardinality) in an instance may be fixed or varied. The values may be literals or resources and may
randomly generated or selected from a fixed population.
Distribution functions may be specified for both the predicate cardinalities and the values themselves. The
distributions supported include constant, uniform, Normal, Poisson and Zipf. The tool can also generate composite values (e.g. a name comprised of first and last names) by using bnodes and the RDF container structures
Bag, Seq and Alt. Resource values may reference other generated class instances or external resources. Properties of a class may also be self-referencing to model hierarchical relationships such as taxonomies, ancestors,
sub-parts. More complicated chains of references such as the Markov chains in [1] remain future work.

5 Support for Inferencing and Contexts
Inferencing. In addition to a basic graph API, Jena supports an ontology API that can generate entailments,
i.e., statements that are inferred by the class and property relationships but that are not explicitly present in a
base graph. For example, given the two statements <employee,subclass,person>, <“Alice”,type,employee>,
then, in a list of all persons, the RDFS entailments would include the statement <“Alice”,type,person> even
though it is not explicitly stated.
In Jena, inferencing is implemented through inference graphs. An inference graph implements the standard
graph interface but also supports additional methods for consistency checking, access to deduction traces and
query with posits. Inference graphs are layered on top of a base graph implementation, i.e., in-memory graphs
or persistent graphs. The inference graph API can be used to access a range of different inference engines. Jena
ships with a pair of generic rule engines - a forward chaining engine based on the standard RETE algorithm and
backward chaining engine which uses SLD style backtracking with tabling. These engines can run in a hybrid
mode (forward-backward chaining). Jena includes built-in rule sets which enable these rule engines to provide
RDFS and a useful subset of OWL inferences. The architecture is extensible to allow external rule engines to be
used and there has been some early experimental work on connecting to the Racer[12] description logic engine.
The current rule engines will work over persistent graphs but all inferencing is done in memory, outside
the database engine. There is clearly scope for further optimization that might leverage support in the database
engine for transitive closure or recursion. However, at the time of writing, there has been no specific investigation
into direct deductive database implementations in Jena. Some RDF systems support inferencing directly in the
storage engine by precomputing and storing some or all of the entailments [8, 13]. The hybrid rule engine
approach of Jena lends itself to this - the partial closure generated by the forward rules could be persisted in the
database with the backward rules being used to rewrite queries dynamically.
Contexts. Some Semantic Web applications require the ability to represent the context of a statement. For
example, one might want to represent that a set of statements all refer to a particular place or occurred at a certain
time or were uttered by a given speaker. We expect that a collection of statements made about a particular subject
and in a particular context will be a commonly-occuring pattern. We have invented a name for that case, we call
it a Snippet [21]. Each snippet consists of a set of statements {<S,Pi ,Oi >}, 0<i<N, made about a subject S in
a context C. A snippet may be stored in a standard form as a bag of reified statements as described in [21].
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Many RDF stores optimize the storage of reified statements internally by storing the four triples as a single
quad, i.e., a statement with a fourth element. Some stores also use a quad representation for context, with
a contextual node as the fourth element. While quads are efficient, they are non-standard and so may limit
interoperability. For snippets, we created a compact representation with the form:
<X, type, Snippet> <X, about, S> <X, context, C> <X, P1 , O1 > ... <X, PN , ON >
Others have termed a similar construct a Snapshot [17]. Since this compact representation uses triples, it
may be stored, transported and queried in the compact form using any existing RDF triple store. The application
and reasoning layers need to know that a compact snippet is an abreviation but the underlying storage, transport,
and querying layers do not.
Snippets neatly encapsulate a unit of knowledge about some (subject) resource within some context. Consequently, it is a natural unit of distribution and sharing. Snippets may be directly accessed by their identifier (X
above) or associately accessed by their subject and context (S and C above). In addition, we believe a common
case is that a unit of knowledge is immutable, or perhaps versioned. For this case, we have developed techniques
to efficiently generate snippet identifiers using a content-based hash [21].
The use of content-based identifiers is particularly convenient for distributed environments. The identifier
is short-hand for the content so it is easy to check that two snippets have the same content. Snippets can easily
be cached and replicated with no risk of data inconsistency. Finally, we believe that snippets can be stored
efficiently using a property table, allowing a set of N statements to reside in a single table row. Of course, this
assumes the set of properties in the snippet is relatively static but this may be a common case.

6 Conclusions
An advantage of RDF is that it provides a flexible and extensible model for representing associations. Because
the model does not have strong type requirements, this flexible representation raises challenges as to how to store
and query RDF data efficiently. By combining the standard triple store with arbitrary property tables, we gain
the advantage of being able to leverage a structured schema while keeping the flexibility of a generic triple store.
We also described snippets, a new construct for the efficient expression and storage of the context associated
with statements. These techniques provides efficient support for both reified and non-reified data.
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Abstract

Semantics is seen as the key ingredient in the next phase of the Web infrastructure as well as the next
generation of information systems applications. In this context, we review some reservations expressed
about the viability of the Semantic Web. We respond to these by identifying a Semantic Technology
that supports the key capabilities also needed to realize the Semantic Web vision, namely representing,
acquiring and utilizing knowledge. Given that scalability is a key challenge, we briefly review our
observations from developing three classes of real world applications and corresponding technology
components: search/browsing, integration and analytics. We distinguish these proven technologies from
some parts of the Semantic Web approach and offer subjective remarks, which we hope will foster further
debate.

1 Introduction
Semantics is arguably the single most important ingredient in propelling the Web to its next phase, and is closely
supported by Web services and Web processes that provide standards based interoperability of applications.
Semantics is considered to be the best framework to deal with the heterogeneity, massive scale and dynamic
nature of resources on the Web. Issues pertaining to semantics have been addressed in other fields like linguistics,
knowledge representation and AI. The promise of semantics and challenges in developing semantic techniques
are not new to researchers in the database and information system field either. For instance, semantics has been
studied or applied in the context of data modeling, query and transaction processing etc. Recently, a group of
both database and non-database researchers came together at the Amicalola State Park for an intensive look at
the relationship between database research and the Semantic Web. During this collaboration, they identified
three pages worth of opportunities to further database research while addressing the challenges in realizing the
Semantic Web [16]. A follow on workshop also presented opportunity to present research at the intersection of
database and the Semantic Web [http://swdb.semanticweb.org]. Nevertheless, many researchers in
the database community continue to express significant reservations toward the Semantic Web. Table 1 shows
some examples of criticisms or skeptical remarks about Semantic Web technology (taken from actual NSF
proposal reviews and conference panel remarks).
Copyright 2003 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for
advertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or to reuse any
copyrighted component of this work in other works must be obtained from the IEEE.
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“As a constituent technology, ontology work of this sort is defensible. As the basis for programmatic research
and implementation, it is a speculative and immature technology of uncertain promise.”
“Users will be able to use programs that can understand semantics of the data to help them answer complex
questions .... This sort of hyperbole is characteristic of much of the genre of semantic web conjectures, papers,
and proposals thus far. It is reminiscent of the AI hype of a decade ago and practical systems based on these
ideas are no more in evidence now than they were then.”
“Such research is fashionable at the moment, due in part to support from defense agencies, in part because the
Web offers the first distributed environment that makes even the dream seem tractable.”
“It (proposed research in Semantic Web) pre-supposes the availability of semantic information extracted from
the base documents–an unsolved problem of many years, ...”
“Google has shown that huge improvements in search technology can be made without understanding semantics.
Perhaps after a certain point, semantics are needed for further improvements, but a better argument is needed.”
Table 1: Some Reservation among DB researchers about the Semantic Web
These reservations and skepticisms likely stem from a variety of reasons. First, this may be a product of
the lofty goals of the Semantic Web as depicted in [3]. Specifically, database researchers may have reservations
stemming from the overwhelming role of description logics in the W3C’s Semantic Web Activity and related
standards. The vision of the Semantic Web proposed in several articles may seem, to many readers, like a proposed solution to the long standing AI problems. Lastly, some skepticism stems from legitimate concern about
the scalability of the three requisite core capabilities of the Semantic Web: (a) ontology creation and maintenance of large ontologies, (b) semantic annotation, and (c) inference mechanisms or other computing approaches
involving large, realistic ontologies, metadata and heterogeneous data sets. Despite these reservations, some of
them well justified, we believe semantic technology is beginning to mature and will play a significant role in the
development of future information systems. We believe that database research will greatly benefit by playing
critical roles in the development of both Semantic Technology and the Semantic Web. In addition, we also feel
that the database community is very well equipped to play their part in realizing this vision. We aim here to:
• Identify some prevalent myths about the Semantic Web
• Identify instances of Semantic (Web) Technology in action and how the database community can make
invaluable contributions to the same.
For the purpose of this article, as well as for tagging real and existing versus more futuristic and speculative
alternatives, we distinguish between Semantic Technology and Semantic Web technology. By Semantic Technology [11] (a term that predates the “Semantic Web”), we imply application of techniques that support and
exploit semantics of information (as opposed to syntax and structure/schematic issues [Sheth 99]1 ) to enhance
existing information systems. In contrast, the Semantic Web technology (more specifically its vision) is best
defined as “The Semantic Web is an extension of the current web in which information is given well-defined
meaning, better enabling computers and people to work in cooperation.” [3]. Currently in more practical terms,
Semantic Web technology also implies the use of standards such as RDF/RDFS, and for some, OWL. It is however important to note that while description logic is a center piece for many Semantic Web researchers, it is
not a necessary component for all Semantic Web applications. For the Semantic Technology as the term is used
here, complex query processing, involving both metadata and ontology takes center stage, and is where database
technology continues to play a critical role. For our purpose, semi-formal ontologies are those that do not claim
formal semantics and/or are populated with partial or incomplete knowledge. For example, in such an ontology,
all schema level constraints may not be observed in the knowledgebase that is instantiated wrt the ontology
schema. This becomes especially relevant when ontology is populated by many persons or by extracting and
integrating knowledge from multiple sources.
1

For a commercial use of term “Semantic Technology” see [11].
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2 Examples of Semantic (Web) Technology Applications and Observations
We summarize a few applications developed using a commercial technology to provide insights into what Semantic (Web) Technology can do today. Based on the increasing complexity and the deeper role of semantics,
we divide the applications into three types2 :
Semantic search and contextual browsing: In Taalee (now Semagix) Semantic Search Engine [18], the
ontology consisted of general interest areas with five major categories and over 16 subcategories such as News,
Entertainment and Sports. Blended Semantic Browsing and Querying (BSBQ) provided domain specific search
(search based on these domain specific attributes) and contextual browsing. The application involved crawling/extracting audio, video and text content from well over 200 sources (e.g. CNN website). This application
was commercially deployed for a Web-audio company called Voquette. An interesting related application not
developed by Semagix is reported in [7].
Semantic integration: In Equity Analyst’s Workbench [15] audio, video and text content from tens of sites
and NewML feeds aggregated from 90+ international sources (such as news agencies of various countries) were
constantly classified into a small taxonomy and domain specific metadata was automatically extracted. The
equity market ontology used by this application consists of over one million facts (entity and relationship instances). An illustrative example of a complex semantic query involving metadata and ontology this application
supported is: Show analyst reports (from many sources in various formats) that are competitors of Intel Corporation. In an application involving Repertoire Management for a multinational Entertainment conglomerate, its
ontology with relatively simple schema is used to extract over 14.5 million instances. The application provided
integrated access to heterogeneous content in the companys extensive media holding while addressing semantic
heterogeneity (e.g., in naming of artist, tracks, etc.)
Analytics and Knowledge Discovery: In Passenger Threat Assessment application for homeland security [1] and Semagix’s Antimoney Laundering solution [14], the knowledge base is populated from many public,
licensed and proprietary knowledge sources using the CIRAS ontology. The resulting knowledge base has over
one million instances. Periodic or continuous metadata extraction from tens of heterogeneous sources (150 files
formats, HTML, XML, dynamic Web sites, databases, etc.) is also performed. When the appropriate computing
infrastructure is used, the system is scalable to hundreds of sources, or about a million documents per day per
server. A somewhat related non-Semagix business intelligence [9] application has demonstrated scalability by
extracting metadata (albeit somewhat limited types of metadata with a significantly smaller ontology) from a
billion pages [12].
Our experience in building the above real-world applications has led us to some empirical observations:
• Applications validate the importance of ontology in the current semantic approaches. An ontology represent a part of the domain or the real-world for which it represents and captures a shared knowledge around
which the semantic application revolves. It is the “ontological commitment” reflecting agreement among
the experts defining the ontology and its uses, that is the basis for “semantic normalization” necessary for
semantic integration.
• Ontology population is critical. Among the ontologies developed by Semagix or using its technology,
median size of ontology is over 1 million facts. This level of capture of knowledge makes the system
very powerful. Since it is obvious that this is the sort of scale Semantic Web applications are going to be
dealing with, means of populating ontologies with instance data need to be automated.
• Two of the most fundamental “semantic” techniques are named entity recognition and semantic ambiguity resolution (also closely tied to data quality problem). Without good solutions to these none of the
applications listed above will be of any practical use. Both require highly multidisciplinary approaches,
borrowing for NLP techniques, statistical and IR techniques and possibly machine learning techniques.
2

At least the applications underlined are known to have been developed by commercial technology/product or deployed.
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• Semi-formal ontologies that may be based on limited expressive power are most practical and useful.
Formal or semi-formal ontologies represented in very expressive languages (compared to moderately expressive ones) have in practice, yielded little value in real-world applications. One reason for this may
be difficulty capturing knowledge that uses the more expressive constructs of a representation language.
This difficulty is especially apparent when trying to populate an ontology that uses a very expressive
language to model a domain. Hence the additional effort in modeling these constructs for a particular
domain is often not justifiable in terms of the gain in performance. Also there is a widely-accepted tradeoff between expressive power of such representation languages and computational complexity associated
with inference mechanisms for such languages. Practical applications often end up using languages that
lie closer to less expressive languages in the “expressiveness vs. computational complexity continuum”.
This resonates with so-called Hendler’s hypothesis (“little semantics goes a long way”).
• Large scale metadata extraction and semantic annotation is possible. Storage and manipulation of metadata for millions to hundreds of millions of content items challenges us to apply and improve the performance and scalability of known database techniques in the presence of new, complex, structures.
• Support for heterogeneous data is key - it is too hard to deploy separate products within a single enterprise
to deal with structured and unstructured data/content management. New applications involve extensive
types of heterogeneity in format, media and access/delivery mechanisms (e.g., news feed in NewsML
news, Web posted article in HTML or served up dynamically through database query and XSLT transformation, analyst report in PDF or WORD, subscription service with API-based access to Lexis/Nexis, etc).
Database researchers have long studied this issue of integrating heterogeneous data.
• Semantic query processing with the ability to query both ontology and metadata to retrieve heterogeneous
content is highly valuable. Consider the query “Give me all articles on the competitors of Intel”, where
ontology gives information on competitors, supports semantics (with the understanding that “Palm” is a
company and that “Palm” and “Palm, Inc.” are the same in this case), and metadata identifies the company
an article refers to, regardless of format of the article. Analytical applications could require sub-second
response time for tens of concurrent complex queries over large metadata base and ontology, and can benefit from further database research. High performance and highly scalable query processing that deal with
more complex representations compared to database schemas and with more explicit role of relationships,
is important. Database researcher can also contribute to the strategies of dealing with large RDF stores.
• A vast majority of the Semantic (Web) applications that have been developed or envisioned rely on three
crucial capabilities namely ontology creation, semantic annotation and querying/inferencing. Enterprise
scale application share many requirements in these three respects with pan Web applications. All these
capabilities must scale to millions of documents and concepts (rather than hundreds to thousands).

3 Discussion
Ontologies come in bewildering variety; Figure 1 represents just three of the dimensions of variation. To keep
a focus on real world applications and for the sake of brevity, we restrict the scope to task specific and domain
specific ontologies. As observed recently by Gruber [6], currently the ontologies that are semi-formal have
demonstrated very high practical value. We believe that ontology development effort for semi-formal ontologies
can be significantly smaller compared to that required for developing formal ontologies or ontologies with
more expressive representations. This is especially evident when considering ontology instance population
efforts. Semi-formal ontologies have provided good examples of both value and utility. E.g., GO (http:
//www.geneontology.org/), is arguably a nomenclature from the perspective of representation and lacks
formal and richer representation necessary to qualify as a formal ontology (discussed in more detail later).
Research in database and information systems have and will continue to play a critical role with respect to
the scalability. We review the crucial scalability aspect of the three capabilities next.
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3.1 Availability of large and “useful” ontologies
Although an ontology schema may resemble at a representational level a database schema, and instances may reflect database tuples, the fundamental difference is that ontology is supposed to capture some aspect of real-world
or domain semantics, as well as represent ontological commitment forming the basis of semantic normalization.
Methods for creating ontologies can be grouped into the following types:
• Social processes where a group of users go through a process of suggestions and iteratively revise versions
of ontologies to capture domain semantics.
• Automatically (or semi-automatically) extract the ontology schema (i.e., ontology learning) from content
of various kinds. Despite a recent spate of interest, this approach relates to the knowledge acquisition
bottleneck faced in the AI research of eighties, and we have little practical experience to rely upon [5].
• Automatic or semi-automatic (with human curation) population of the knowledge base with respect to
human design ontology schema. We can report on practical experience with a scalable approach of this
type since several ontologies with over million instances have been create with a total of 4 to 8 weeks of
effort (e.g., knowledge extraction in SemagixFreedom [15]).

3.2 Semantic Metadata Extraction or Semantic Annotation of massive content
Annotating heterogeneous content with semantics provided by relevant ontology (or ontologies) is a key challenge for the Semantic Web. Recently there have been commercial results providing detailed semantic annotations of heterogeneous content (structured, semi-structured, and unstructured with different formats) [15, 8], as
well as research reporting annotation of over a billion Web pages [12]. As observed in the efforts on automatic
semantic annotation, two resources necessary for realizing the semantic web are: (a) large scale availability
of domain specific ontologies; and (b) scalable techniques to annotate content with high quality metadata descriptions based on the terms, concepts or relationships provided by these ontologies. We believe main area of
challenge here is to support increasing number of practical and scalable techniques for semantic disambiguation.

3.3 Inference Mechanisms that Scale
Inference mechanisms that can deal with the massive number of assertions that would be encountered by Semantic Web applications are required. The claimed power behind many of the proposed applications of Semantic
Web technology is the ability to infer knowledge that is not explicitly expressed. Needless to say, this feature has
attracted attention from the AI community since they have been dealing with issues relating to inference mechanisms for quite some time. Inference mechanisms are applicable only in the context of formal ontologies. One of
the most common knowledge representation languages has been Description Logic [10] on which DAML, one of
the earliest Semantic Web languages is based. It was in fact one of the less expressive members of the DL family.
The reason for limiting the expressive power of such a knowledge representation formalism was very clear when
the decidability and complexity issues were considered. Although several optimized methods of inference were
introduced later [2], inference mechanisms were still overshadowed by the performance advantage of traditional
database systems. This has lead to reluctance among many database researchers to accept the Semantic Web
vision as viable. Description Logics may form a part of some Semantic Web solutions of the future. We are
however convinced it is not the only knowledge representation formalism that will go on and make the Semantic
Web vision a reality. It is possible to do some sort of rudimentary inference using RDFS (using subClassOf and
subPropertyOf ). However, using RDF/RDFS does not force one to use only inference mechanisms of some sort
in applications. Since RDFS has a graph model associated with it there is the possibility to use other techniques
to answer complex queries [1].
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3.4 Why semi-formal, less expressive ontologies?
Ontologies serve several purposes, including: having an agreement between humans, having a common representation for knowledge, having machines (software) get common interpretation of something that humans have
agreed to, and forming the basis for defining metadata or semantic annotation. Tom Gruber, who many would
credit with bringing the term to vogue in contemporary knowledge representation and information systems
research, identifies three types of ontologies-informal, semiformal and formal [6]. He stresses the value of semiformal ontology in meeting several challenges; especially that of information integration. Some researchers in
the Semantic Web community would argue for only formal ontologies (and discount the value of semi-formal
ontologies). We do not doubt that formal ontologies have a potential role in Semantic Web research. However, database researchers should particularly realize the value of and exploit semi-formal ontologies. Figure 1
stresses that there is a very large body of work that can and needs to be done using semi-formal ontologies.
GO ontology, which is more a nomenclature and taxonomy, than a formal ontology, is highly successful
and extensively used. Although GO is technically a nomenclature rather than an ontology [13] 3 it has been
successfully used to annotate large volumes of data and consequently support interoperability and integration
from heterogeneous data sets. This shows that highly expressive formal ontologies are not required for all
Semantic Web applications. It also shows that real world applications often can be developed with very little
semantics (Hendler’s hypothesis: “little semantics goes a long way”). There is a very good reason as to why
semi-formal ontologies are both more abundant and more useful than formal ontologies. The answer lies in the
ease with which semi-formal ontologies can be built to a scale that is useful in real-world applications.
Our objective in touting the value of semi-formal ontologies is to prevent research in the Semantic web field
from leading straight into the very problems that AI found itself in. We hope to do this by reducing the prevalent
emphasis on formal ontologies and pure deductive inference mechanisms. The reader should note however that
we do not completely discount the value of the same. We liken the current research direction in the Semantic
Web community to, attempting to construct a new building using the flawed building blocks that lead to the
downfall of previous building attempts. Our reasoning behind this is that most motivating examples described
in this field pay little or no attention to the fundamental (read hard) problems of entity/relationship identification
and ambiguity resolution. Database researchers working on schema integration are only too familiar with the
problems relating to ambiguity resolution. According to [17], most scenarios described for potential applications
of the Semantic Web trivialize these fundamentally hard problems while emphasizing the trivial problems. Our
views coincide with those expressed in [13, 4]. In [4] the Semantic Web community is urged to not waste
their efforts on “fixing the plumbing” (referring to infrastructure issues) and to focus their efforts on the more
fundamental problems.

4 Semagix Freedom: An example of state of the art Semantic Technology
Let us briefly describe a state of the art commercial technology and product that is built upon the key perspectives we presented above. Semagix Freedom exploits task and domain ontologies that are populated with relevant
facts in all key functions: automatic classification of content, ontology-driven metadata extraction, and support
for complex query processing involving metadata and ontology for all three types of semantic applications identified in Section 2. It provides tools that enable automation in every step in the content chain - specifically
ontology design, content aggregation, knowledge aggregation and creation, metadata extraction, content tagging and querying of content and knowledge. Scalability, supported by a high degree of automation and high
performance based on main memory based query processing has been of critical importance in building this
commercial technology and product. Figure 2 below shows the architecture of Semagix Freedom.
3

“For data annotation, in principle not a full fledged ontology as described above is required but only a controlled vocabulary since
the main purpose is to provide constant and unique reference points.” [13]
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Figure 2: Semagix Freedom Architecture

Figure 1: Dimensions along which ontologies vary

Freedom provides a modeling tool to design the ontology schema based on application requirements. The
domain specific information architecture is dynamically updated to reflect changes in the environment, and is
easy to configure and maintain. The Freedom ontology is populated with knowledge–any factual, real-world
information about a domain in the form of entities, relationships, attributes and constraints. The ontology is
automatically maintained by Knowledge Agents Figure 2, top right). These are software agents created without
programming that traverse trusted knowledge sources that may be heterogeneous, but either semi-structured or
structured (i..e, concept extraction from plain text to populate ontology is currently not supported but may be supported in future). Knowledge Agents exploit structure to extract useful entities and relationships for populating
the ontology automatically. Once created, they can be scheduled to automatically keept the ontology up-to-date
with respect to changes in the knowledge sources. Semantic ambiguity resolution (between entity instances)
is one of the most important capabilities associated with this activity, as well as with the metadata extraction.
Ontology can be exported in RDF/RDFS barring some constraints that cannot be presented in RDF/RDFS.
Freedom also aggregates structured, semi-structured and unstructured content from any source and format.
Two forms of content processing are supported: automatic classification and automatic metadata extraction. Automatic classification utilizes a classifier committee based on statistical, learning, and knowledgebase classifiers.
Metadata extraction involves named entity identification and semantic disambiguation to extract syntactic and
contextually relevant semantic metadata (Figure 2, left). Custom meta-tags, driven by business requirements,
can be defined at a schema level. Much like Knowledge Agents, Content Agents are software agents created
without programming using an extensive toolkit. Incoming content is further “enhanced” by passing it through
the Semantic Enhancement Server [8]. The Semantic Enhancement Server can identify relevant document features such as currencies, dates, etc., perform entity disambiguation, tag the metadata with relevant knowledge
(i.e, the instances within the ontology) and produce a semantically annotated content (that references relevant
nodes in the ontology) or a tagged output of metadata. Automatic classification aid metadata extraction and
enhancement by providing context needed to apply the relevant portion of a large ontology.
The Metabase stores both semantic and syntactic metadata related to content. It stores content in a relational
database as well as a main-memory checkpoint. At any point in time, a snapshot of the Metabase (index)
resides in main memory (RAM), so that retrieval of assets is accelerated using the Semantic Query Server.
This index is both incremental (to keep up with new metadata acquisition) and distributed (i.e., layered over
multiple processors, to scale with number of contents and size of the Metabase). The Semantic Query Server is
a main memory-based front-end query server. The Semantic Enhancement and Query Servers enable semantic
applications (or agents) to query Metabase and ontology using http and Java-based APIs, returning results in
XML with published DTDs. This ability, with the context provided by ontology and ambiguity resolution, form
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Figure 3: An example of Automatic Semantic Metadata Extraction/Annotation
the basis for contextual, complex, and high performance query processing, providing highly relevant content to
the semantic applications. We end the review of Freedom by summarizing some of its characteristics:
• Typical size of an ontology schema for a domain or task ontology: 10’s of (entity) classes, 10’s of relationships, few hundred property types
• Average size of ontology population (number of instances): over a million of named entities
• Number of instances that can be extracted and stored in a day (before human curation, if needed): up to a
million per server per day
• Number of text documents that can be processed for automatic metadata extraction per server per day:
hundreds of thousands to a million
• Performance for search engine type keyword queries: well over 10 million queries per hour with approx.
10ms per query for 64 concurrent users
• Query processing requirement observed in an analytical application: approx. 20 complex queries (involving both Ontology and Metabase) to display a page with analysis, taking a total of 1/3 second for
computation (roughly equivalent to 50+ queries over an RDB with response time over 50 seconds).

5 Conclusion
Formal ontologies in description logic based representation; supported by deductive inference mechanisms may
not be the primary (and certainly not the only) means of addressing major challenges in realizing the Semantic Web vision. The database community should realize that the Semantic Web vision is not one of solving
the AI problem, or OWL with subsumption based inference mechanisms. Instead, it can make critical contribution to the Semantic Web by drawing upon its past work and further research on topics such as supporting
processing of heterogeneous data/content, semantic ambiguity resolution, complex query processing involving
metadata and knowledge represented in semi-formal ontology, and ability to scale with large amount of structured and semi-structured information. In supporting this view point, we provided an overview of one instance
of the commercial technology that has been used to develop a broad variety of real world semantic applications.
We also provided high level information on scalability requirements observed in supporting these applications.
Alternative strategies to realize the vision of the Semantic Web will need to show they will need to scale and
perform at least as well as what todays commercial technologies (such as the one briefly discussed in this article)
do, and probably well beyond that.
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Kuno and Kevin Wilkinson are gratefully acknowledged. We also received editing assistance and comments
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Abstract
We present an architectural design that provides several services in an integrated environment, such as
query/inference capabilities over both data and knowledge, dynamic annotation of web pages, maintaining consistency for repositories and annotated pages, crawling services and automatic matching
between schemata. This architecture offers a practical and feasible step towards the design, maintenance, integration and development of semantic web applications within concrete domains, making use
of and extending standard database technology. For example, in the field of bioinfomatics, non-expert
users need tools to assist them to store, query and place the relevant results of their research efforts. Our
methodology provides such tools to leverage information gathered from both the “Deep” and “Surface”
Web.

1 Introduction
Semantic Web technologies provide a natural and flexible solution for integrating and combining two levels of
abstraction, the data level and the knowledge level, which are related by means of metadata. Information is
annotated with semantic content/metadata that conform to a domain ontology. For this purpose, mark-up frameworks [1] have been developed to focus on the “Surface Web,” those static web pages that can be easily found
and indexed by traditional web crawlers. However, a large part of the data is stored in on-line databases that
comprise the “Deep Web” (e.g., dynamic pages built up from web forms). In consequence, current web search
engine technology can only be used to query the small fraction of all the data available on the Internet, that is in
the “Surface Web.” The rest can be queried using form-based interfaces that automatically convert user queries
into queries over the databases. Although easy to use, these form-based interfaces reduce expressibility of the
queries, only allowing conjunctive queries with selection predicates. The user queries are specified by filling in
the form fields, imposing strict constraints (mostly equality) on the attribute values stored in the database.
Traditional database techniques do not support effective and efficient query processing in the Semantic Web
context because they lack inference capabilities. Methodologies from the field of artificial intelligence, on the
other hand, support inference, but can only handle relatively simple models when persisting and manipulating
Copyright 2003 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for
advertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or to reuse any
copyrighted component of this work in other works must be obtained from the IEEE.
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large quantities of data. The latter find answers about the model which had not been explicitly predefined and
that involve fewer, but much more complex, data. In this sense, ontologies contribute to the Semantic Web’s
goal, making explicit a higher level of abstraction and knowledge than semantic data models, and providing new
ways for applying efficient reasoning techniques that are not supported by database management systems.
This paper focuses on the use of ontologies to assist database modeling and query processing. For the latter,
we explicitly store the relationships that exist between a semantic data model and a related domain ontology.
These mappings enhance the semantic knowledge about data and their structure. The preservation of the relationships allows us to use them during query processing or semantic optimization. This paper is organized
as follows: section 2 gives an overview of the system in which our proposal is framed; section 3 details those
aspects from the Storage Service relevant in making it easy to understand how the query service works; section
4 describes the query service; and finally we conclude with some remarks and a description of future work.

2 System Overview
The emergence of the Semantic Web has lead to the development of distributed systems which share knowledge
by making use of conceptualizations of specific domains, generally defined by means of ontologies. Multiple
conceptualizations may describe similar domains using different terminologies, or they may overlap. These
issues should be, but are not usually, taken into account when a new system is designed, which leads to the
increase of development time and effort. In order to tackle these problems, we propose that the design of
the application schema should start with the domain ontology (OD ). This allows us to formally define and
store the mappings between the OD and the application schema. The relationships between the data model
of a concrete application and the corresponding domain ontology semantically enrich the information in the
application domain, capturing it in a more expressive data model and improving several other processes. For
instance, this enables enhanced query processing capabilities and semantic query optimisation.
Furthermore, we think that Web applications should be designed taking into account interoperability and
integration issues. In this sense, the proposed design methodology based on the existence of a OD produces
the definition and storage of solid mappings, which could be used both to facilitate interoperability between
applications and to build an integration scheme. We have therefore developed a prototype that offers functionalities implemented through integrated tools, such as Protégé, ERWin and RACER. This approach is an integrated
solution for the realization of the Semantic Web, which consists of four services: a storage service, a crawling
service, a semantic page annotator, and a query service. Web developers can first use the storage service to
design and implement the stores for their web site, then (by making use of the annotation service) semantically
annotate their web contents. They can then take advantage of the crawling service to extract semantics from
other web sites, whether or not those other sites were developed with our prototype system. Finally, non-human
users (e.g., intelligent agents) can exploit annotations as well as the query service.
Storage Service: The main functionality of this service is to support the computer aided design of conceptual schemata and to translate them into physical implementations (for the most popular RDBMS such as Oracle,
Sybase, SQL Server, etc.), leveraging the expressiveness and reasoning techniques derived from using the ontology as a conceptual model [2]. This is the core of the system, as the Execution Plan Generator, the Crawler or
the Annotation Generator, among other components (see Figure 1), require information and knowledge derived
from it (a set of mappings that relates data with stored knowledge).
Annotation Generator Service: We support the automatic annotation of both static and dynamic web
documents. We assume the use of XML technology, and introduce an annotation function in the document’s
stylesheet to generate them automatically. For dynamic documents two steps are followed: the first one is
to annotate the queries enveloped in the dynamic document, and the second to annotate the results of these
queries. For the former we have described an ontology that defines the general structure of a dynamic document.
Its annotation consists of automatically generating a public instance of that ontology. The second step, the
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Figure 1: Internal System Architecture
annotation of results of these queries, is addressed applying the same methodology as for static documents.
Crawling Service: This service is an extended semantic crawler that combines [3] and [4] crawling techniques with the semantic annotation of the server-side programs described above to populate the knowledge-base
(KB). Static contents are treated like traditional and semantic web crawlers. However, when the crawling process finds a dynamic document, it searches the document with the annotations for queries enveloped in it. The
crawler uses this information to prepare an “attack plan” for the dynamic document. As the crawler discovers
annotations, they are stored in the KB along with a reference to the web pages in which they were found.
Querying the System: Traditional database systems efficiently resolve a specific kind of query, namely associative queries. Their query capabilities are limited to physical database schemata. In contrast, search engines
do not have this restriction, but they cannot derive a concrete answer returning links like query results. Our prototype simulates both behaviors, extending the query capabilities of traditional database systems. Furthermore,
it also provides information related to the query results (e.g., links to other web pages). That is, it combines
querying and reasoning into a single process.

3 Conceptual Database Design for Semantic Web Applications
The main functionality offered by the Storage Service is to support the computer aided design of conceptual
schemata, and to translate them into physical implementations. This service (see Figure 1) requires that an
expert user provide the system with a domain ontology following the OWL Lite nomenclature. This feature
permits efficient reasoning with the RACER tool [5], which allow users to associate logical formulas to instances.
Besides, by using its elementary predefined functions for navigating inside the schema, several questions can be
solved and applied during the query processing. For example, we can learn which is the most specific concept
one instance belongs to or what properties are related to a relationship (transitive, symmetric, inverse).
To obtain the database conceptual schema we can follow two paths: (1) designing an (E)ER schema from
scratch, or (2) using a domain ontology as a foundation and extending it by means of a refinement process In
the first case, with the ERWin graphical interface we can design the conceptual schema, which is exported to an
intermediate representation in XML. The Matching Component matches the conceptual schema with the domain
ontology [6, 7], generating a set of rewriting rules about the relationships between both models.
However, the design based on a domain ontology entails several advantages. To assist this process we
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Figure 2: Ontology Creation Process. For simplicity and clarity, slots, rules, constraints, etc. do not appear
have developed a plug-in for the Protégé [8] tool that loads an OWL Lite domain ontology (OD ) and allows
the designer to extend it with new relevant concepts, relationships and integrity constraints to the application
domain. The result of this extension is an application ontology (OA ) focused on those elements needed for the
specific web application under development. Nevertheless, not all the elements represented in OA are required
for a physical implementation (all could be relevant but perhaps persistent instances of all of these concepts are
not necessary). Instead, only a selected subset of OA will be queried by our database applications: OI makes
reference to the ontology obtained in this step, and it verifies OI ⊆ OA . The selection/renaming of the subset
OI from OA produces a set of correspondences between these ontologies that is generated by the Restriction
Component in order to be used by the Matching Component. Finally, we automatically obtain an enriched ER
schema from the implementation ontology [2, 9]. In the process of deriving a final application schema from the
domain ontology, we obtain a conceptual model enriched with the expressiveness and the inference capabilities
of an ontology. These capabilities can be used and exploited during query processing.
Figure 2 shows an example illustrating the conceptual database schema design for a web application that
stores information about authors and their publications. The example extends the ACM Computing Classification
System domain ontology with classes that provide support for management instances of Researcher, Assistant
and Professor, resulting in the OA . Selecting only those parts that need physical storage from the OA , we
limit the scope of the OI to the Researcher class and its sub-classes, renaming the Assistant class as Research
Assistant. Finally, a translation from the OI to an (E)ER schema is performed, generating a Conceptual Schema.

4 Querying the Surface/Deep Web
The Execution Plan Generator enables users to query annotated Web documents. This component (see Figure
1) analyzes conceptual queries, written in terms of the OD ∪ OA , and can return document links, data and
knowledge. From a conceptual point of view and following our design methodology, the data stored in the
database can be seen as instances of the knowledge-base due to the fact that OI (the ontology with which data
committed) is contained in (OD ∪ OA ). This particular feature allows us to evaluate queries like an inference
process. Users formulate conjunctive queries in terms of OD ∪OA , which are more expressive than those offered
by traditional web forms. Unlike traditional database systems, this extension adds support for reasoning to the
system’s initial query capabilities. Thus, when the Execute Plan Generator receives a query, the Planner analyzes
dependencies between variables to generate the corresponding dependency graph, and locates where each subgoal can be solved. This last task is carried out applying structural reasoning (e.g., class/sub-class subsumption)
against the knowledge-base schema (OD ∪ OA ) and the database schema (SI ).
Making use of the information derived from the dependency graph and the location for evaluating each subobjective, the Planner builds a query graph that is part of the evaluation plan. The latter includes a query graph
with a list of sub-goals, which are the leaf nodes, and how they must be combined. Each leaf node includes
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Figure 3: Example for querying the system
information about possible locations where it can be solved. This information is propagated to ancestor nodes
of the graph in order to be used in generating the plan. For example, when the Planner needs to build a join
node, its behavior depends on the provenance of the descendant nodes. If the nodes retrieve information from
the same source, the intermediate node is generated based on a natural composition over unique key identifiers.
Otherwise, the join is based on the similarity between data results. The graph structure defines for itself several
alternatives to be evaluated, generating different execution plans. The Planner realizes a cost analysis of these
plans and determines which has the lowest cost value based on heuristics, information about connection speeds,
etc. The others are stored according to their cost value, in case execution errors occur.
Once the Planner ends, it sends the evaluation plans to the Query Evaluator component. Its main functionality is to rewrite and evaluate each sub-goal in terms of the corresponding sources in which it will be evaluated.
For the rewriting phase this component takes advantage of the stored mappings looking for a sequence of correspondence rules that relates the initial sub-goal with an element of the data sources, in other words a class, a
slot, a table, a relationship, etc. As users wait for responses in terms of OD ∪ OA , the Query Evaluator must try
to generate the inverse sequence too. If it is not possible to rewrite a sub-goal i.e. the direct or inverse mapping
sequence is not found, then the execution is aborted and an empty result is returned. Using the inverse rules
mentioned, partial results are translated to the initial nomenclature.
The Composer receives the execution plans and the results of evaluations from the Query Evaluator component. The reader should note that a leaf node can be resolved in several resources, and in this case it is necessary
to combine all results providing a unique solution. Although this approach reduces efficiency as regards response time, we have opted for a more complete solution. Combining results entails having to face traditional
issues of heterogeneous database integration, such as replication or inconsistency.
Figure 3 shows an example of query processing in which we solve the query: Find Research Assistants
whose research line is focused on Semantic Web and have a paper in the category Information Systems. The
query is shown in predicate logic terms, due to space limitations. Once the query reaches the Planner, it builds
a dependency graph that represents the evaluation precedence of each variable in the query. Starting from this
graph the planner generates the query graph, which in this context involves a parallel evaluation of leaf nodes
and the composition of intermediate nodes when results are available. Note that each node is annotated with
its source location. This annotation allows the Query Evaluator to decide how to rewrite each sub-goal in order
to solve it. We have included in this illustration an example of a rewriting process based on stored mapping
rules for the evaluation of the database. The annotations of the intermediate nodes provide the Composer with
knowledge to decide which type of join must be performed. That is, if a join node only receives information from
the knowledge-base, the join is done using the instance identifiers. However, when the information is provided
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from the database and the knowledge-base, the Composer combines the results making use of semantic distance
among the instances. For example, it can use in the root join a similarity measurement based on the name of
the people retrieved from the descendant nodes. In the illustration, the data provided from the knowledge-base
and database will be combined deleting the redundancies. In this case, the instances about “Peter Wislow” and
“Peter Winslow” are considered redundant and the data from the database are considered the valid ones, but
the link to his personal web page is maintained on the combined instance. On the other hand, the root node
applies a join based on the content of descendant node instances, due to data provided from the database and the
knowledge-base. Note that the result contains information as well as links to web documents.

5 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have presented a system and design methodology for Semantic Web applications, which allow
us to translate query processing on databases to an instance retrieval process on inference engines. We enable
such applications to combine traditional database systems’ ability to manage large amounts of data with the
expressiveness and the semantic enrichment of a conceptual model, bringing new query/inference capabilities,
such as structural inference. Ontology users (or agents) will first query the ontology schema to identify what
relevant information exists, and then proceed to query the data to extract the desired information from the
underlying databases. Besides, we provide a way to automatically annotate both static and dynamic documents.
Thus, we achieve the annotation of the Surface Web as well as the Deep Web, allowing to improve web crawling.
In addition, the domain ontology used as the starting point in database schema design can act as the mediation
schema for the integration of those databases that commit with it. This feature makes it possible to easily
translate queries from one data source to another. Thus, we plan to apply this methodology to mediation systems.
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Abstract
A goal of this paper is to briefly describe work on a novel application of the Semantic Web to design
repositories—collections of diverse engineering knowledge with sophisticated reasoning services. However, a more general goal of this paper is to demonstrate the extra utility enabled in database-styled
applications by the incorporation of even simple semantics. It also discusses the development of practical, useful representations and applications for the Semantic Web.

1 Introduction
Engineers spend large portions of their time searching through corporate legacy data and catalogs searching for
existing solutions which can be modified to solve new problems or to be assembled into a new device [14].
Corporations maintain huge collections of current and past product designs, each associated with a wide variety
of media and information, including detailed geometry, tolerances, mechanical assembly models, finite element
meshes, simulation output, and natural language documentation. In current practice such information is often
underutilized due to the absence of adequate methods and tools to organize, manage, and work with such bodies
of design knowledge. Browsing and navigating such collections are based on manually-constructed categorizations which are error prone, difficult to maintain, and often based on an insufficiently dense hierarchy. Search
functionality is limited to inadequate keyword scanning or matching on overly simplistic attributes.
Design repositories [11, 13] are an evolution of traditional design databases. They aim to overcome current
limitations through the application of knowledge representation techniques. Function, behavior, rationale, and
other aspects of the designs are captured and reasoned on to enable search, categorization, and other tasks in
support of the engineer, similar to case-based reasoning [5]. Figure 1 depicts this process.
Although many standards and assembly representations exist for capturing engineering artifact data, few
are adequate for use in a design repository. Most, such as the prominent STEP AP203, capture only detailed
geometric information, ignoring the wide range of information available and in particular not capturing abstract
concepts such as function. In addition, most define only a shared syntax with human-interpretable semantics,
unsuitable for automated reasoning beyond a syntactic level.
Copyright 2003 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for
advertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or to reuse any
copyrighted component of this work in other works must be obtained from the IEEE.
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Figure 1: The design repository process.
In this work, description logics and the Semantic Web are used to develop a representation and set of reasoning mechanisms which can support a design repository. An ontology of electromechanical devices based on
function and flow is used in representing, classifying, and comparing such devices. Description logic reasoning
mechanisms are used to provide design repository inferences not possible with traditional database implementations. New methods of repository interaction, architecture, and applications are enabled by Semantic Web
technologies, including uses outside engineering design.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the representation developed in this work. Reasoning
tasks required of a repository are demonstrated using this representation in Section 3. The role of the Semantic
Web in this work is discussed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 presents some closing remarks.

2 A Representation Based on Function
In order to tackle the many abstract concepts and underlying structures involved, effective reasoning on assemblies mandates knowledge-based mechanisms. Assemblies are primarily defined by their intended function—
goals achieved and tasks performed—and the decomposition of that function into subfunctions. These in turn
define form, structure, and behavior. It is therefore the representation and reasoning of function to which this
work has been initially scoped. Reasoning at this abstract, design rationale-oriented level is best accomplished
through the application of knowledge representation and reasoning techniques. Doing so under a framework
with clear semantics, desirable for automated reasoning, entails formal logic.
Applying knowledge representation to repository reasoning requires an ontology for assemblies, a formal
description of a conceptualization of this domain. It has been assumed in this work, in the absence of evidence
to the contrary, that a great deal of repository-oriented reasoning can be accomplished within first-order logic.
However, an ontology in this domain with strong semantics defined in first order logic faces several issues:
• A quick study of the problem and previous efforts makes it clear that it would be difficult to construct.
This observation is discussed further within the context of the Semantic Web in Section 5.
• It might be unnecessary, given the problems at hand. The focus on this work is not on solving difficult
integration issues, or analysis tasks such as simulation and verification. Rather, repository operations
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such as search and compare only require that mechanisms be represented in a manner strong enough to
differentiate designs and capture basic properties of a device.
• Although more favorable than in higher order logics, reasoning in first order logic is still not advantageous
in that it is NP-Complete and only semi-decidable. In addition, it seems plausible that the complexity of a
strong ontology in this domain might overcome practical capabilities of current first order logic reasoners.
These points are important in light of the potentially large volumes of designs and knowledge that a
repository might work with, especially when tasked with organizing and maintaining legacy data.
Each of these issues can be addressed by utilizing a subset of first order logic. This work has studied
the use of description logics; in particular the logic ALEN1 . Their lower expressivity limits the ability to
define detailed semantics for a domain. However, in return they make several positive tradeoffs, including
desirable computability and tractability results [1]. Within the repository application, this loss of expressiveness
is acceptable so long as enough design knowledge can be captured to enable necessary operations, such as
matching devices against adequately sophisticated searches and comparing mechanisms.
This work employs a representation based on function and flow—the materials, energies, and signals on
which functions operate. Heavily based on current functional modeling research within engineering design
theory [12, 7, 15], this effort differs in that the representation is placed within a formal framework, description
logic, enabling automated reasoning. The representation is broken up into two parts: a core ontology, defining
the basic structure of a function-based mechanism description language, and vocabulary extensions, providing
terminologies with which rich descriptions can be written in the language.
The core ontology defines the universe of objects as consisting of assemblies, components, functions, and
flows. Several relations are also given, for example to associate assemblies with functions and functions with
their input and output flows. The vocabulary extensions provide taxonomies of functions and flows derived from
those presented in [12] and [7], which were developed from large surveys of engineers. Figure 2 illustrates this
representation with a description of a CDS Cell, a common sensor shown in Figure 2(a). A graphical form of
the description is given in Figure 2(b) as a function and flow diagram, similar to those presented in [12] but not
identical. This diagram is interpretable as statements in a description logic model as in Figure 2(c).
This representation does not rigorously and unambiguously capture the semantics of mechanisms. Instead,
it provides a language expressive enough to describe and distinguish devices while maintaining efficiency and
computability. It is neither so formal as to prevent practical computing, nor so informal as to prohibit automated
reasoning. The following section outlines the use of such reasoning in a design repository.

3 Reasoning for Design Repositories
Standard description logic inferences can be used in a number of repository reasoning tasks. Figure 3 demonstrates the most obvious of these, classification. In addition to being interpretable as statements in a description
logic model, the function and flow diagrams presented in this paper may also be interpreted as concept descriptions. In this way, they may be used to manually create a categorization against which devices in the repository
are sorted. Figure 3(a) shows such a hierarchy for some simple sensors and effectors. In this example, the CDSCell from Figure 2 has been classified as a light sensor because it matches the definition of the class, given in
Figure 3(b)2 . Such reasoning can greatly improve current, slow, error prone, and limited manual classification.
Search functionality may be similarly implemented, treating the query as a concept description and classifying device instances against that definition. Description logic subsumption may be used to manually construct
a categorization in a bottom-up, generally more intuitive fashion. Less standard inferences may also be applied,
for example induction of the least common subsumer of sets of classes [9] may be used to automatically create
1
2

A good reference for description logic expressivity notations is [1].
In the DL language E L.
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(c) Figure 2(b) in equivalent description-logic model form.

Figure 2: Function and flow modeling of a Cadmium Sulfide (CDS) Cell, a common photoresistor.
a categorization from a collection of devices. This has the potential to be a powerful information management
tool once techniques have been developed to address several issues, e.g. the density of the generated hierarchy.
The capacity of the underlying reasoning mechanisms to operate effectively in a system the size of a fullsized design repository is a significant concern. As noted above, this is a primary motivation in using description
logics. A formal logic is necessary for defining and reasoning with the semantics of a devices at an abstract,
knowledge-based level. Employing a formal logic as the representation framework enables:
•
•
•
•

The ability to infer implicit knowledge and data.
Proofs or characterizations of a reasoning algorithm’s soundness and completeness properties.
Well-defined mechanisms for manipulating knowledge, e.g. deriving the least common subsumer.
Improved integration and interoperation between heterogenous systems.

Description logics strike a favorable balance between providing a level of expressiveness suitable for these
tasks and maintaining efficient, scalable reasoning [2]. Algorithms and implementations do exist for these and
other logics which support effective, large-scale reasoning, e.g. [6, 8, 4, 10, 3]. Scalability and practical usability
is a legitimate major concern in any effort operating on data at the scale of a design repository. However, this
does not necessarily prohibit the use of knowledge-based techniques.
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(b) Definition of class of light sensors from diagram in Figure 3(a).

Figure 3: Reasoning example: classifying against a hierarchy.

4 Semantic Web
The focus in this work is mostly on the repository reasoning tasks enabled by using a representation grounded
in description logic. However, Semantic Web technology has been used in trial implementations of this system,
in particular the W3C Ontology Web Language (OWL)3 . OWL is a description logic language which may be
embedded in Web content. Figure 4 provides examples of the two primary uses of OWL in this work: defining
ontologies as in Figure 4(a), and encoding the representation for a particular device as in Figure 4(b). The
underlying description logic of OWL contains more expressivity than appears to be necessary for this work.
The Semantic Web introduces several new capabilities to the repository setting. One is that unlike existing
centralized database architectures, a Semantic Web-based repository may keep its data distributed across the
Internet or an intranet. Only device markup and links to the original sources and associated data must be
stored by the repository service. More interestingly, the ability to markup device-related Web content with the
representation outlined in this paper makes it straightforward to post a wide variety of data—text, CAD, images,
simulations—and publish it to any number of repositories and other reasoning engines. Within engineering
design, this makes it easier for loosely coupled design teams to collaborate, for example by avoiding redundant
design efforts. Another application is for part catalogs and similar materials to be marked up on corporate
websites. That information may then be aggregated by a portal site providing an interface to many vendors.
With a repository running at the core of the site, large amounts of data may be collected, organized, and utilized
in more robust and sophisticated ways than under current practice.
Such a portal site also has applications outside of formal engineering design. With appropriate interfaces,
the same techniques could be used to provide portals for e-commerce users shopping for household appliances,
electronics, and other purchases. Repositories could support hobbyists in pooling a community’s knowledge.
They could also be applied in educational settings, for example as a medium for design students to exchange
ideas, as well as to search for information online.
3

http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/WebOnt/
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<owl:Class rdf:about="&eng;#Artifact" />
<owl:Class rdf:about="&eng;#Function" />
<owl:Class rdf:about="&eng;#Flow" />

<eng:Assembly rdf:about="#CDSCellSensor">
<eng:function>
<func:Measure>
<eng:input><flow:VisibleLight /></eng:input>

<owl:Class rdf:about="&eng;#Assembly">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="&eng;#Artifact" />
</owl:Class>

<eng:achievedBy>
<eng:Component rdf:about="#Pin1">
<eng:function>
<func:Import>
<eng:flow>
<flow:DC5v />
</eng:flow>
</func:Import>
</eng:function>
</eng:Component>
</eng:achievedBy>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="#function">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Artifact" />
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Function" />
</rdf:Property>
...
<owl:Class rdf:about="&eng;#Function">
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="&eng;#Flow" />
<owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="&eng;#Artifact" />
</owl:Class>

...

<eng:output>
<flow:AnalogElectricalSignal />
</eng:output>
<owl:Class rdf:about="&flow;#AnalogElectricalSignal">
</func:Measure>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="&flow;#Electrical" />
</eng:function>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="&flow;#Signal" />
</eng:Assembly>
</owl:Class>
...

(a) Snippets from core ontology along with function and flow
vocabulary extensions.

(b) Portion of CDS Cell function and flow representation as
given in Figure 2.

Figure 4: Ontologies and data in OWL form.

5 Conclusions
This paper has briefly introduced work on applying description logics to constructing design repositories. An
ontology of devices based on function and flow has been presented along with an outline of the use of several
associated reasoning mechanisms in supporting such an application. The authors feel this style of ontology is
one that could serve the Semantic Web well—a light, easy to author form which provides enough reasoning
abilites to be useful without incurring the costs of more sophisticated ontology. For at least the near future, more
complex ontologies will be difficult to develop, stalling successful deployment and adoption, will overwhelm
potential users and limit the utility of the Semantic Web, and may potentially burden automated reasoners. This
paper has also briefly discussed applications of this work to the Semantic Web. It is the authors’ hope that this
technology will develop into a mature, usable application in both the engineering design and home-use domains
and provide an example of new capabilities enabled by the Semantic Web.
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Abstract
Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) in today’s form focuses on the syntactic integration of application interfaces on an implementation technology level. Current EAI technology focuses on the “plumbing” aspect by emphasizing different technologies like queuing [5, 8] or remote invocations [12, 14].
A formal description of the semantics of the interfaces necessary to make integration work flawlessly is
not supported by applications or integration technology in any explicit form yet, for example, as process models or formal ontologies. Instead, implementing the correct integration semantics is a human
designer task and the result is consequently subject to mistakes and mis-interpretations. This article
introduces a first step toward making formal semantics explicit in EAI.

1 Introduction
The main goal of enterprise application integration (EAI) [2] is the semantically correct integration of enterprise
application systems like ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) systems [7, 13]. Enterprise application systems
have technical interfaces that are implemented in various forms. Examples are programming language-defined
interfaces (e.g., Java [6]) or XML schema definitions [17].
While this allows the correct syntactic integration through passing valid instance data on a technical level between enterprise application systems, their semantics are not formally defined. Instead, the engineer integrating
the enterprise application systems has to know the meaning of the low-level data structures in order to implement a semantically correct integration. This means that the correctness of the integration depends completely
on the knowledge of the engineer and his flawless implementation of the integration. No formal definition of
the interface data exists to assist him, let alone any formal automatic verification. Due to this lack of automated
support in defining integration, it takes a long time for a human engineer to define semantically correct integration. In addition to the development effort, inconsistent business data due to faulty integration are costly for an
organization due to potential loss of business caused by faulty downstream business decisions.
The advent of Semantic Web technology like ontology languages (such as RDF [10], RDF/S [11], OWL [9])
promises to improve this bleak situation significantly by enabling the formal semantic description of the semantics of the data structures exchanged with enterprise application systems. The concepts as well as the
relationships between the concepts are defined through an ontology language. Based on this semantic definition
Copyright 2003 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for
advertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or to reuse any
copyrighted component of this work in other works must be obtained from the IEEE.
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the knowledge about the meaning of the data is formally encoded and the engineer can rely on this. Instead of
learning the meaning of the data based on experience and instead of interpreting the data manually the engineer has access to a formal definition of the data. The semantic definition of the data is part of the enterprise
application system and therefore leaves the engineer with few, if any, mis-interpretations.
This paper outlines a general enterprise application integration architecture and its elements related to the
semantic data definition of enterprise application interfaces. It focuses subsequently on the data interpretation
and transformation problem which lies at the heart of every enterprise application integration effort. It defines a
general schema for augmenting the enterprise application integration architecture with Semantic Web technology
in order to support the semantically correct enterprise application system integration.

2 Enterprise Application Integration
This section characterizes the EAI problem briefly from the viewpoint of interfaces and the definition of data
passed through them.

2.1 Applications are HAD systems
An appropriate characterization of application systems in context of EAI is that applications are HAD (heterogeneous, autonomous and distributed) systems:
• Heterogeneous refers to the fact that each application system implements its own data model defining its
relevant concepts in its own way. One application might implement a customer as a separate object while
another application system might implement customer as a special case of trading partner. In both cases
there might be similar as well as dissimilar attributes of the concept customer.
• Autonomous means that application systems update their internal instance data independent of any other
application systems. Furthermore, new versions of the application system software might become available at any point in time changing the underlying data model and consequently the instance data representations. An upgrade to this new version usually happens independently of upgrades of other systems.
• Distributed means that applications systems in general implement their data model in their own data
repository (usually in form of a database management system) and these are not shared with other application systems.
In summary, application systems are standalone software entities that are defined in isolation and are operated autonomously. Any form of integration of one application systems with another application system happens
“outside” of the application systems involved, meaning, that they are not aware of the fact that they are synchronized in any form with each other.

2.2 The Need for Integration
The need for integration of application systems arises when they are “concerned” about the same concepts and
their instance data. This “concern” can have different forms:
• Copy Synchronization. If an organization deploys several application systems then it might be the case
that the same business instance is maintained in several of them concurrently. For example, a particular
customer may be represented in two different systems. A change of one has to be propagated to the other.
• Replica Synchronization. In the copy case the propagation is “non-transactional,” meaning, that before
the propagation of change two variants of an instance data are visible. In the replica synchronizing case
this is avoided which ensures that all copies are synchronized before being made available (replica).
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• Business Process Participation. A business process changes the states of objects in a pre-defined sequence as it is executed. These are normally related since they are concerned about a business case (for
example request for quotation, purchase order processing, invoicing). The integration therefore ensures
that the appropriate application systems are involved as the business process progresses and therefore
implements data flow across the application systems.
Independent of the particular reason for integrating application systems it is necessary to access the application systems’ interfaces in order to manipulate their internal data instances in order to achieve the integration.
This manipulation is the “classic” insert, update, delete access. However, in general, more than one data instance is modified and so their combined modification must leave a consistent state behind. Application systems
implement different interface mechanisms on a technical level and these are discussed next.

2.3 Application Interfaces
Application systems provide a myriad of different forms of interface technologies through which they can be
accessed. Some examples are persistent and transactional queuing systems, file systems, data base tables, or
remote procedure invocation. Each of the interface technologies has its own interface description approach
(if at all). For example, data base tables are defined through system tables that can be queried. In contrast,
interfacing through a file system does not provide any interface definition at all; the meta data for the data within
the interfacing files is not explicitly managed by the file system but outside of it, if at all. The reason is that file
systems do not provide a mechanism to define the files’ content type definition.
A variety of data formats for data instances can be found as well as different formats for meta-data definitions. Independent of the particular mechanism, today usually no mechanism exposing semantic meta-data
about the interfaces or concepts behind interfaces is provided. All definitions are created from a syntactic programming viewpoint, not from a semantics viewpoint. For example, each interfacing message type in a queuing
system is defined individually as a data structure. No shared concepts are explicitly called out that are used in
different message types (like purchase order identifiers or addresses).
In general, data instances are passed to and from application systems by-value. All relevant data instances
are part of the data structure that is passed. No references are passed which avoids the de-referencing problem
once data leaves the application systems. However, this introduces the copy management problem since copies
are passed around, not replicas. Any update of data extracted will not be visible by systems holding copies.
Application systems interfaces are fixed and in general cannot be changed to adjust to particular access needs
by the integration technology. The same applies to the application code; it is immutable, too. Hence, integration
technology has to cope with application systems as they are built by their respective vendors.

2.4 EAI is Integrating HAD systems
Fundamentally, EAI is integrating HAD application systems that are immutable. All integration functionality
has to be implemented outside the application systems by the application integration technology. In general, the
only way to access an application system is through its interfaces and they cannot be altered at all.
In consequence this means that the EAI technology itself is a HAD system that has to control other HAD
systems by only accessing their interfaces. No state transition an application systems performs can be forced, delayed or avoided by the integration technology except by calling the application system interfaces appropriately.
An application system does not ask the EAI technology for permission.

2.5 EAI Technology
EAI technology is implemented as a HAD system itself with specialized interfaces. These specialized interfaces
are built with enormous flexibility. The reason is that these interfaces have to be able to adapt to any application
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system interface that can be potentially found when integrating application systems. EAI technology interfaces
must be able to adapt to the interfaces of the enterprise application systems for it to integrate them.
However, not only the syntactical and technical integration must be possible. The semantics level must be
addressed, too, and this is not focus of today’s EAI technology. While this is not current focus, it is essential in
order to achieve consistent integration so that the application systems that are integrated operate on a consistent
set of all data involved.
Since the application system interfaces are immutable, both from a syntactic as well as semantics perspective,
the EAI technology must be able to mediate between technical formats of different application systems on a
data structure level as well as on a semantics level. On a technical level the EAI technology must be able to
receive any particular data format from an application system as well as to pass any particular data format to an
application system. If these are different, then the EAI technology must transform the data format representation
into each other. This also has to happen on a semantics level. If the same concept is represented in different
semantical terms then the EAI technology must transform between these. This semantic transformation is also
called mediation. Mediation must ensure that the semantics of the involved concepts does not change at all, i.e.,
it must be semantics preserving.

3 Semantic Application Interface Integration
The syntactical integration of application system interfaces can be accomplished today using the already mentioned technologies like queueing systems, programming languages or XML. Therefore, it is not further discussed in the following. Each syntactical element (like a data structure in a message queue definition) has a
semantic meaning in context of the application system it is part of. This meaning has to be preserved once the
data structure leaves the application system through an application system interface and enters the EAI technology. In order to formally define this meaning the proposal is to encode the meaning of the data structures
in formal ontology languages like [9] or [11]. If the meaning of the data structures passed through application system interfaces is encoded in a formal ontology then the EAI technology can refer to it. Any designer
that is responsible for the integration of application systems can rely on these ontologies and does not have to
understand the application system’s internals any more.
Of course, the ontologies have to be expressed in such a way that the meaning can be inferred. A bad example
would be to introduce a concept “Address” with two attributes, “address–line–1” and “address–line–2”, both of
type string. In this case the structure of the two attributes would not be made explicit (i.e., not normalized)
and the internal structure of them is anybody’s guess. However, ontologies are meant to leave out the guessing
part. Instead, several attributes, each referring to other address concepts might be the better design, e.g., “street–
number”, “city”, etc., each referring to a separate concept “Street–Number” and “City.” For those concepts that
can have enumerable instances, the attributes domain has to range over those, tying down the semantics even
more. In addition, there are constraints between attributes, like cities have specific zip codes (or no zip codes,
like in Ireland). These constraints, when expressed explicitly, will make the interface definition semantically
more precise.
Application systems themselves, however, since they are immutable, will not present ontologies as part of
their syntactical interface definitions today. While this can be expected in the future, today this cannot be found
at all. Therefore, the EAI technology must store the application systems’ semantic interface definitions within
its own data model. In that sense the application system interfaces’ definition is stored as a proxy interface
definition. Once the application systems’ interfaces are stored, they can be reused in any integration defined
within the EAI technology.
In summary, EAI technology has to be able to connect to application systems’ interfaces syntactically as
well as define those semantically. Once this is achieved, different types of integrations can be defined based
on the stored definitions. In general, as discussed above, different application systems will express the same or
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similar concepts in very different ways. Since only the EAI technology is aware of these differences (not the
applications themselves due to their autonomy) it has the difficult task to mediate between the differences in
case one application system has to be integrated with another one.

4 Mediation
In general, every application system defines its own concepts and stores them in its own data model. The
providers of application systems do not coordinate the data model design of their applications, but define them
independently of each other. This approach results in the situation that every application system has a different
implementation of meta-data in its data model even though they may be implementing the same concepts like
“customer”. Basically, concepts might be shared, but not their specific way of implementation.
For example, one system implements the “customer” concept directly while in another system the “customer” is a subconcept of “trading partner” inheriting all its attributes. While both are representing customers,
their attributes might be very different. If both application systems have to be integrated and a customer has to
be copied over from one system into another system then the concepts have to be mapped onto each other in all
detail in order to ensure that both customer representations are consistent with each other.
In terms of ontologies, mediation is the re-representation of concepts from one ontology in terms of another
ontology. If both ontologies are the same, then the mediation reduces itself to a copy functionality. If the
ontologies are different, rules have to be put in place that allow the re-representation of concepts. For example,
if one ontology has an explicit address concept whereas the other ontology adds the address attributes directly
to the customer concept then the rules have to map the attributes of different concepts to each other in order to
ensure semantic consistency.
The role of ontologies is therefore to provide a sound and formal as well as explicit representation based
on which the mapping between the concepts can be achieved. While ontologies by themselves do not achieve
mediation directly, their availability makes mediation easier and more reliable in terms of consistency.

5 Shared Integration Ontologies
A huge improvement over the current situation would be if application systems would share ontologies between
each other for the definition and implementation of concepts. If they not only share ontologies, but also use
explicit and formal representations then the integration task would be a lot easier. First, ontologies would
not have to be extracted from application systems after the fact. Second, since the ontologies are shared, the
mediation problem will be reduced (or will not be there any more in the best case) since the same concepts are
represented in exactly the same way. Both cases improve interoperability since the uncertainty of establishing
semantic correctness would be removed.
However, this almost ideal situation cannot be expected to happen anytime soon. First of all, application
systems are in use today and will not be replaced any time soon on a global scale. Second, the sharing of
ontologies is not current practise at all. However, describing the semantics of interfaces using ontologies can be
expected in the near future and this is a very good start.

6 Web Services and EAI
Web Services, defined as a combination of WSDL [16] and SOAP [14] are presently the proposed method for
remote invocation of application systems. Web Services provide a means to synchronously invoke application
logic remotely over the HTTP protocol with XML as the transmission format for the transmitted data. Web
Services have two major drawbacks: first, they do not provide any ontology support, and second, they do not
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provide support for modeling application system interface behavior. As argued earlier, ontology support is
extremely important to provide system support for integration. Application system interface behavior is relevant
to invoke the exposed interfaces in the correct order. Otherwise errors would occur prohibiting interoperability.
Application system interface behavior is discussed next.

6.1 Application System Interface Behavior
Using ontologies as a formal and explicit way of defining interfaces is a very important and essential first step.
However, this by itself does not ensure data consistency across the integrated application systems. Different
systems require different interface invocation protocols (i.e., which application interface has to be invoked when)
in order to achieve a consistent state transition within the application system. While one application system
might provide one interface to create a new customer, another might provide different interfaces, one for creating
the customer object, one for inserting the name, another one for inserting the address and one for activating the
customer in the sense that he can start purchasing goods. In the first case, one invocation completely defines
a customer whereas in the second case several interface invocations are necessary. However, these invocations
have to follow a specific order: activating the customer cannot be the first invocation, but must be the last after
the customer is established.
Like in case of the concepts, different application systems can require different invocation protocols and this
might result into an invocation heterogeneity. As in the example of the previous paragraph, one application might
provide one interface for customer creation whereas the other application requires several invocations. If both
are integrated, behavior heterogeneity occurs (one vs. several interface invocations). This so-called behavior
heterogeneity has to be addressed, too, and this is done through an approach called behavior mediation [4].
Behavior mediation ensures that the invocation sequence of one application system is obeyed and so is the one
of the other application system. Any mismatch will be mediated through additional invocations or invocations
that will not be propagated across systems.

6.2 Process Languages
The definition of behavior is focus of several efforts like DAML-S [3] or BPEL [1]. These efforts try to address
the lack of behavior definition in Web Services through process definition languages. They provide language
constructs that support the ordering of Web Service invocations. Most of them, however, treat the behavior
problem like a workflow problem not distinguishing the external interface behavior (“public process”) of application systems from the internal implementations (“private process”). In addition, most of them do not provide
language constructs for either data or behavior mediation. In light of the previously discussed properties and
requirements in context of application systems and their integration these process languages can only be seens
as a first step towards a practical solution.

7 Outlook
The semantic integration of application systems (EAI) is a hard problem due to the need of semantic description
of application interfaces. Not only the data have to be described semantically meaningful, but also the behavior
of application system interfaces. First steps toward the semantic description of data communicated by application interfaces can be achieved using ontologies. In addition, the external or public behavior of application
system interfaces needs to be established. While for the data aspect ontologies from the Semantic Web research community are available, the process aspect is far from being solved. However, efforts like WSMF [4] or
SWSI [15] realized the lack of semantic interface behavior support and are working towards practical solutions.
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8 Research at the Digital Enterprise Research Institute (DERI)
The mission of the Digital Enterprise Research Institute (DERI, www.deri.ie) is to combine two fundamental
technologies: Semantic Web technology and Web Service technology. The result, called Semantic Web Services,
is the foundation for various application areas like Knowledge Management, Enterprise Application Integration
and e-Business. For each of these five areas a dedicated group, called cluster, is established focusing on research
in the respective area of expertise as well as applying the research results in real-world applications provided
through industrial partners. DERI is funded nationally by the Science Foundation Ireland. In addition to Irish
funding, international funding is acquired through international projects like European Union 6th Framework
projects (see www.deri.ie for the current list).
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